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In some biological systems, the environmental conditions that are optimal for

microbial growth differ from the optimal conditions optimal for producing a desired

metaboUte. If production of this metaboUte were the process objective, one could

continuously operate a reactor system at the optimal production conditions. However, for a

given reactor volume, changing the conditions periodically could increase overall

production of the desired metabolite. This is possible since, due to higher growth rates

under the optimal growth conditions, one could operate the system at significantly higher

flowrates and, thus, obtain more product A system involving E. coli mutant LCB898 was

used as a model system. Under anaerobic conditions this bacterium will produce large

amounts of d-lactic acid, whereas under aerobic conditions, this bacterium will grow faster.

The possibility of increasing total lactate production by cycling dissoved oxygen was

investigated.

VI



Before any optimization work could be done, an adequate model for describing the

behavior of this system under both steady-state and transient conditions had to be

developed and tested. Such a model was developed using batch and continuous data and

then tested by comparison with shifts between conditions.

A method for determining the optimal waveform for the proposed cycling was

developed by extending previous work by Lyberatos and Svoronos. The method involved

Carleman linearization of the model equations around a steady state and subsequent

development of a term for the performance measure. The system studied oscillated

between purely aerobic and anaerobic metabolisms with no intermediate conditions. Thus,

an "imaginary" steady state of intermediate metabolism had to be used for linearization.

In numerical simulation of the determined optimal cycling, significant improvement

over strictly anaerobic operation was found. Experimental verification of this was

performed and improvement, though not as significant as theoretical predictions would

indicate, was found. Additionally it was found that the mutant was probably reverting to a

form where littie d-lactic acid was produced. Cycling of dissolved oxygen apparentiy helps

delay this reversion.

vu



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Chemical processes are usually operated in one of three different manners, batch,

fed-batch, or continuous, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. Batch

operation is advantageous when small quantities of a product are desired. This type of

operation is perhaps the simplest since it only involves charging the reactor with the

appropriate reactants at the start of the process and removal of the products at its

completion. Unfortunately, this type of operation includes frequent downtimes where the

reactor is being either charged or purged, and production is thus temporarily stopped. Fed-

batch operation, where feed is added continuously but nothing is being withdrawn, is also

advantageous when small quantities of a product are desired. This type of operation is

optimal, for example, when it is desired to keep reactant concentration low. Fed-batch

operation has the same downtime problems that batch operation does. Continuous

operation is typically used when large quantities of a product are desired. It has advantages

over the batch-type processes in that no downtimes for charging or purging the reactor are

necessary. However, higher control and instrumentation costs are incurred. When large

quantities of product are desired, continuous operation is the usual method of choice.

When continuous processes are used, they are usually operated, after start-up

transients die out, in a steady-state manner. This involves keeping the process variables

constant. This type of operation is relatively easy to model and control. However, optimal

operation may involve taking the reacting volume through multiple steps of processing, for

example, operating the system in a neutral environment for an amount of time, and then in

an acidic environment. The simplest solution to this type of problem for a two-step process

1



would be to have two tanks in series, where one has a particular set of environmental

conditions maintained in it, and the other has a different set of environmental conditions

maintained. However, this increases the total volume and instrumentation (and thus cost)

of the system. An alternative approach is periodic operation. This involves only one tank,

but the environmental conditions are manipulated with respect to time. In general chemical

systems small time constants are the rule. As a result, conditions in the reactor would have

to be changed frequently to observe a significant improvement over steady-state operation.

This would lead to substantial control costs. However, in biological systems the time

constants are relatively large. Thus conditions may not have to be changed rapidly.

Therefore, biological systems may be suitable for periodic operation.

Periodic operation of continuous culture systems has been investigated by other

workers [e.g. 1-8] and it has been found to be useful in achieving desired process goals.

For example, it has been used for enhancing the production of yeast in continuous cultures

[7] and for solving the problem of plasmid stability in continuous recombinant cultures [8].

To establish appropriate operating conditions, kinetic models are required that adequately

describe the transient behavior of the culture being investigated. Such models have been

developed previously [e.g. 9-11].

Biological reactors can be operated to achieve one of the following process

objectives: utilization of nutrient (e.g., wastewater treatment), biomass production,

production of a particular metabolite, or conversion of one chemical substance to another

(bioconversion). The productivity of a continuous culture is determined by two variables,

number and state of cells. To achieve high productivity or substrate utilization, it is

desirable to have a large number of cells in the optimal state for the particular objective. A

system can be manipulated to change the state of the cells through control of environmental

conditions. However, in microbial growth processes, the optimal cell state for maximum

growth of the cells is generally not the same as the optimal state for production of a desired

metabolite. A solution to this problem is cycling environmental conditions (and thus cell



state) in the reactor. A large number of cells producing the desired metabolite could result

Previous efforts in cycling of conditions will be described later in this work.

As an example, an E. coli mutant (LCB898), which produces d-lactic acid in large

amounts, was examined in this work. Under aerobic growth conditions this organism

produces high amounts of biomass but insignificant amounts of d-lactic acid. Under

anaerobic conditions it produces significant amounts of d-lactic acid and less biomass. If

the goal is to maximize lactate production per reactor volume per time, one could simply

operate the system under strictly anaerobic conditions. Alternatively, cycling dissolved

oxygen level (and sometimes residence time) may improve productivity over that achieved

by strict anaerobic operation. This improvement, in the case of constant residence time, is

achieved by operating the system at higher flowrates. The higher flowrates are allowed by

the aerobic (faster growth) portion of the cycle. Improvement by cycling is explained

further in the chapter on cycling.

An unexpected problem that occurred while investigating this process was that of

reversion of the genotype of E. coli LCB898 under anaerobic continuous operation. This

reversion led the organism into a state where little d-lactic acid was produced. The

proposed cycling of aeration also appears to be a new method for avoiding reversion or

mutation of organisms under continuous operation.

This dissertation reports theoretical and experimental investigations on aeration

cycling for E. coli LCB898. First, the general theoretical problem of optimizing a system

undergoing cycling of environmental conditions will be formulated. A description of the

particular microbial system under anaerobic and aerobic conditions, including modeUng

results, will then be given. Transient behavior of the system will then be discussed,

followed by cycling predictions and experimental results. The question of reversion delay

will subsequently be addressed. Conclusions will then be presented.



CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL METHODS

2.1 Overview

An important job of the engineer is to determine the best way to operate a system.

This usually will be the way that maximizes profitability within safety limits. It can involve

anything from deciding how best to place workers on an assembly hne to finding the

optimal control setting for the temperature of a chemical reactor. The engineer will usually

attack this problem by devising a mathematical fomiulation of the system and then use one

or more optimization methods to design the best operation. The formulation will involve a

statement of some sort of performance criterion to be optimized, along with descriptions of

various equality and/or inequality constraints on the system. Examples of the performance

criterion include maximizing the number of automobiles produced or minimizing the

amount of byproduct fi-om a reactor. Examples of constraints are the number of workers

available at any given time or the maximum operating temperature of a reactor. Two kinds

of constraints usually encountered are equality constraints, where some quantity of the

system must always be equal to some other quantity, and inequality constraints, where

some quantity of the system is bounded within certain value(s). The optimization method

used will be selected by the engineer based on several factors including the system under

study, available computing power, and others. Much work has been devoted to finding

such optimization methods [e.g. 12-14].

A class of optimization problems exists where the equality constraints are not

algebraic equations but differential equations. These are called optimal control problems

[13, page 364]. Frequently, for this type of system, the engineer will want to vary the



control settings with time to maximize the productivity. Many methods have been

developed for handling this kind of problem and one will be discussed later. Others can be

found elsewhere [e.g. 15,16].

Continuous-flow reactor systems are typically operated at optimal steady-state

conditions. However, several workers [17-23] have looked into operating systems at

nonconstant conditions by cycling control variables around the optimal steady-state control

settings and found improvement for certain performance criteria Sometimes, though, there

may be a need to examine systems where there is no true optimal steady-state control

setting to cycle around [e.g. 8], and an imaginary intermediate state, only existing

mathematicaUy, may be used to design the best cyclic operation. As an example of this

type of system one could imagine a reactor whose air pumps can be either on or off, with

the on setting resulting in complete aeration. A mathematical model of the system may

show that intermediate aeration is optimal for production. Then the engineer must decide

how to best operate the air pumps to get optimal production.

In this chapter, the problem of determining optimal steady-state operation will be

addressed first. The method used to determine optimal square-wave cycling will then be

discussed, and finally a shon description of some of the model-fitting techniques will be

given.

2.2 Determination of Optimal Steady-state Operation

The typical system examined is one described by a set of differential equations:

— = f,(x,,X2,...x„;ui,U2,...uJ (1)

i = 1, 2,...n



where Xi= state variable i

fi= function describing the rate of change of variable i

n= number of state variables

Ui= control variable

r= number of control variables

t= time

Steady states for such a system are found by setting the right-hand side of equation

1 equal to a zero vector and solving (by algebraic manipulation or by use of numerical

methods [24]) for the values of xi. The optimum steady-state operating conditions (i. e. the

optimal control settings) for such a system can be found by treating the resulting steady-

state model equations as equality constraints, expressing necessary inequality constraints

and stating a performance measure. Since the equations become algebraic at steady state,

many methods of optimization can be used. If the steady-state model equations can be

solved to yield an explicit expression of the performance measure as a function solely of the

control variables (and if inequaUty constraints do not come into play), then classical

theories of determining the optimal control settings involving setting the partial derivatives

with respect to each control variable to zero and solving for the settings can be used [12].

Frequently an explicit expression cannot be found and other methods have to be used.

One can find the optimum steady-state settings by performing, when possible, a

simple numerical search for the control values giving the maximum (or minimum) value of

a stated performance measure, but it will frequently be necessary to use a different method

when the system increases in complexity. As stated before, many methods exist. A few of

them include quasi-Newton and conjugate gradient methods. These methods are described

elsewhere [12,13].



2.3 A New Method of Determining Optimal Periodic Pulsing

This new method involves Carleman linearization of a general nonlinear system,

expression of an explicit formula of the performance measure for pulsed cycling of the

linearized system, and then a search, using the explicit performance measure, for the

optimal settings for the system.

2.3.1 Carleman Linearization

Carleman linearization is a method of describing a general nonlinear system of first

order differential equations in a linearized form. It was first introduced in 1932 [25] and

has been applied to various problems in nonlinear system dynamics and control [17,26-

34]. A brief overview of this method is presented here. This description was composed

using earlier descriptions [17,35].

A restatement of equation 1 would be as follows:

x = f(x,u) ; f(0,0) = (2)

with x_e R" a vector of deviation state variables and us R"* a vector of deviation control

variables from a nominal steady state. This system is defined to have n dimensions. It is

assumed that the functions f are differentiable up to order r at Q. Taylor expansion is then

performed on system (2) and the monomials of order up to r are introduced as new

variables. These monomials are then differentiated and terms of order up to r are retained.

The result is a linear system in the new variables and is called the nh order Carleman

linearization. For example, the system

•
2

XI = -Xj +3X2 "'"^2

,
(3)

X2 =-Xi +4u
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where the manipulated variable u is treated as a parameter, would have the following

monomials approximated as variables wj.

Xl



x= lAikxW + Aio
k=l

(6)

where x^''^=x®x® •" ®x(k terms)

and ® represents Kronecker multiplication

e.g. [27, page 1 1] if A is an mxn matrix and B is a pxq matrix then

ajiB ai2B

a2iB a22B
A®B =

^aiiB a,2B - ai„B^

- a2nB

V^miB a^.B amnBy

The resulting matrix has the dimensions mp x nq.

The following system then comprises the nh order Carleman approximation to the

original system

[r]

= w =

Ai.i
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r min{n,r)

dimensionality of X n+j-i^j or equivalentiy X r^j n^j where mCq is the number of

j=i j=i

f m' "l

combinations ofm objects taken q at a time .^C^ =

r ' q!(m-q)!j
[14,23].

2.3.2 Performance Measure Calculation

In this section we will develop a method to determine an explicit performance

measure for a Carleman linearized system when we cycle our controls on a system between

two fixed settings. Consider the waveform in figure 1. In this figure ug and u_ are the two

control settings available, and ui represents a fixed intermediate (though not necessary

realistic) control setting. These settings can be vectors or scalars. 5 and p represent the

vector or scalar deviations of the two respective control settings from Ui. T represents the

period of the cycle, and e represents the firaction of the period spent at one of the control

settings (ug).

This problem is very similar to one looked at by Lyberatos and Svoronos [17]. In

that work, they looked at square-wave cycling around an optimal steady state. The

deviations from that state were allowed to vary. The intermediate state mentioned above is

analogous to the optimal steady state that Lyberatos and Svoronos examined. Additionally,

in the present problem, the deviations from the intermediate are fixed. Thus, the previous

mathematical development that they performed can be used to a large extent here with only

minor changes. The main parts of their derivation will also be given here.

Again, the problem to be examined is (in deviation variables)

x = f(x,u); f(0,0) = (8)

where f(x,u) is analytic in x at for all admissible u vectors (or scalars). The ^ vectors

(scalars) are treated as staying constant for either part of the cycle. Taylor
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Figure 1. Section of control waveform being analyzed
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expansion around x=0 is performed on this system and the rth order Carleman linearization

is obtained

^ ^
jS(5)w + z(5) t € [nT, (n + e)T)

- |s(p)w + z(p) t€[(n + e)T, (n + l)T)

The performance measure under cyclic conditions can be represented as the

following:

J=Yio^P(2c,u)dt (10)

where J=time-averaged performance measure

T=period of the cycle

P=instantaneous performance measure

It is assumed that P(x, u) is analytic in i at Q, in which case it can be hnearized.. This is

done by Taylor series expansion around x=0 and is cast in terms of the Carleman

coordinates w. The performance measure then takes the representation

J=Y/o^k(M) + r'(u)w(t)]dt (11)

where ' represents the matrix transpose.

In the derivation that follows, the following identities, which apply to any invertible

n X n matrices and were proved by Lyberatos and Svoronos [17], will be needed

(I„-AB)-V = A(I„-BA)-' (12)

(I„-AB)"'-A(I„-BA)-1b = I„ (13)
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(I„ - A)(I„ - BA)-i(I„ - B) = (I„ - B)(I„ - AB)-'(I„ - A)(14)

Now, equation 9 can be integrated to give the following ultimate periodic solution:

w(t) =

^S(5)(t-nT)^0 _ j_gS(6)(t-nT)

fort€[nT,(n + e)T)

S(5)-^z(5)

gS(p)(t-{n+e)T)^E _ I-e
S(p)(t-(n+e)T)

]S(P)-^Z(P)

(15)

fort€[(n + e)T,(n + l)T)

Defining

D=eS(5)eT

R=eS(p)(l-e)T
(16)

w^ and w^ can be expressed as:

wO = -[I - RDr'[[R - RD]S(5)'^ z(5) + [I - R]S(pr^z(p)] (17)

w = -[I-DRr'[[I-D]S(5r'z(5) + [D-DR]S(pr^z(p)] (18)

From (15) it can be seen that

w^=DwO-[I-D]S(5r'z(5)

and

wO = Rw^-[I-R]S(p)"'z(p)

(19)

(20)
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Using equation 15, the cycle average performance measure given in equation 1 1 can

be expressed as

J(T,e,5) = lr'(5)p(^)^^ - l]s(5)-V" +

l,-(p)[eS(P)(i-s)T_j]3(p)-i^e_

lr'(5)[s(5)eT+I-e^(^)^^]s(5r2z(5)-
(21)

:j:r'(p)[s(p)(l - e)T + 1 - e^^P^^^^^-^JsCp)-^ z(p) +

ro(5)e + ro(p)(l-e)

Using that 5(5)1 commutes with D and S(p)-1 commutes with R along with

equations 19 and 20, equation 21 can be rewritten as:

J(T,£,5) = lr'(5)S(5)-'[w^ - w^ -eTz(5)] +

:|:l'(p)S(p)"^[wO - w^ - (1 - e)Tz(p)] + (22)

ro(5)£ + ro(p)(l-e)

Using equations 12-14, equation 17 and equation 18 the following is obtained:

w^ - w^ = (I - R)(i _ DR)-'(I - D)

[s(p)-^z(p)-S(5)-^z(5)]
^^^^

Finally, from equations 22 and 23 follows
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J(T,e,5) = -[r'(p)S(p)-' -r'(6)S(5)-^]

+e[ro(5)-r'(5)S(5r'z(5)] (24)

+(l-e)[ro(p)-r'(p)S(p)-'z(p)]

This is the form of the cyclic average performance measure that is the most useful.

2.4 Model Fitting with Nonlinear I^ast Squares Methr>d<:

This topic is not directly related to the above discussion which led to an expression

for the performance measure, but this fitting, used in some parts of this work, is an

optimization technique and belongs in a chapter discussing the theory behind the overall

project. The type of problem that is being considered here is one where data are being

collected from some experiment and parameters for a model have to be determined. One

can manipulate the data in some fashion, such as semilog or log-log plotting, to find

necessary parameters, but, if no apparent manipulation exists for the proposed model, then

some other method must be used. One can attack such a problem by varying the

parameters of a model and determining how good the fit is to the data with those guessed

parameters. One can use methods of optimization to find the best way to vary the

parameters. The method of choice was Levenberg-Marquardt optimization due to its wide

use in prepackaged computer programs such as MATLAB and Kaleidagraph. A

description of the problem being examined, along with a short description of Levenberg-

Marquardt optimization, is appropriate here. A further description of the method of

optimization used can be found in numerical analysis texts such as Numerical Recipes [24].

Let us consider an experiment where data are taken at several times during the run.

In figure 2, an example experiment where three different types (xl, x2, and x3) of data are

collected is shown

.
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In an experiment like that shown in figure 2, the experimenter collected all three

different types of data at the same instant This type of collection is preferable for later

computational purposes, but is not necessary with the method to be described. In other

words, if one of the data types is difficult to collect simultaneously with the other data

types, then the following analysis still applies, but the computational effort may be

increased.

Let it be assumed that a general model for a system like that shown in figure 2 is

given in equation 2, but the vector of ordinary differential equations is also a function of

parameters. In other words

x = (p(x,p) ; x(Q) = Xo (25)

where p=the vector of parameters for the model

For such a system, the parameter vector g and, occasionally, the initial condition

vector xo (or just some parts of either of these vectors) must be determined. For any set of

guessed parameters and/or the initial conditions, the model equations can be integrated,

either analytically or by numerical methods such as Runge-Kutta integration, to show the

predictions for that set of guesses. The model predictions for this problem would be

computed for each time instant that data is available for comparison.

A performance measure for "goodness" of model fit then can be described as

, ^ . nsp ndl , 2
P(xd.x,q)=I Iq,(xd,(j)-x,(j) (26)

j=l 1=1

where P=performance measure
(j)

xj. =one type of data point at time instant] (xd is a vector of all data)

Xj =corresponding model prediction for Xj (x is a vector of predictions)

qi=weight of one type of measurement (jj is the vector of the weights)
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nsp=number of sampling points

ndt=number of data types

Our goal is to minimize the stated perfomiance measure. The weighting factors a

serve two purposes. First, they can be used if one type of measurement is more "trusted"

than another. For example, one may give more weight to a simple measurement of

temperature taken with a thermistor than to a viscosity measurement taken with a poor

viscometer. This use of the weighting factor is going to be subject to the good judgment of

the experimenter and should be handled with caution. The other, more important, purpose

of the weighting factor is as a normalization constant. Alternative forms of the performance

measure, such as summing the logarithms of the squared residuals instead of the actual

squared residuals, fxj_ - x,
j

, can also be useful for normalizing.

Once the performance measure is expressed in the form of equation 26, the

optimization method of Levenberg and Marquardt can be used. This method is an elegant

combination of steepest gradient and inverse Hessian methods of optimization . The

general algorithm involves use of steepest descent methods far from the minimum, and

then, as the minimum becomes more closely approximated, a smooth transition to the

inverse Hessian methods [24, page 523-524]. A prepackaged program was used in this

work.



CHAPTERS
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

3.1 Organism Description

The organism used in this project was Escherichia coli strain LCB898. The original

culture was obtained from Dr. L.O. Ingram, Department of Microbiology and Cell Science,

University of Florida. The genotype is thri leuf> ton A21 str lac Yi sup E44 pfli [37]. The

important aspect of this organism is its mutation in the pfl gene causing lack of expression

of that gene. This is the gene for tiie production of pyruvate formate-lyase (pfl), an enzyme

which is primarily responsible for the conversion of pyruvate to acetyl-CoA and formate

under anaerobic conditions.

The pertinent biochemical pathways for tiiis organism are shown in figure 3 which

was prepared based on the diagram in Pascal [38]. It points out the following important

features: lack of pfl activity [37], anaerobic inhibition of die pyruvate dehydrogenase

(PDH) pathway [38,39], and anaerobic induction of die d-lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)

pathway. Further descriptions of this organism's metabolism will be given in later

chapters.

The culture was maintained on plates of rich broth agar widi the following

composition in deionized water [40]: 10 g/1 tryptone , 5 g/1 sodium chloride , lg/1 yeast

extract , and 15 g/1 agar . The agar was prepared by mixing the ingredients together in

water, heating the solution to near boiling while stirring, and then pouring approximately

12 ml aliquots of the molten agar into individual 16X125 mm tubes. These mbes were

capped and autoclaved at 121 °C for 30 minutes. Subculturing was performed on a monthly

19
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basis with the freshly inoculated plates being incubated at 37°C in a Fisher Model 255D

incubator for 24 hours then being stored in a refrigerator.

3.2 Analytical Methods

3.2.1. Biomass and Cell Number Determination

The amount of biomass in the system was determined by two different methods,

cell counting and spectrophotometric turbidity (actually absorbance) measurement The cell

counting involved serial dilution of a culture asepdcally withdrawn from the culture vessel.

The dilutions were made in 8.5 g/1 soludon of sodium chloride in water[41, p. 434] and the

agar used had the same composition as the rich broth agar used in culture storage.

Preparations involved pouring several 9 ml aliquots of the saline solution into 16X125 mm

tubes and pouring several 99 ml aliquots into bottles. Additionally, some empty capped

tubes were also prepared. These were all autoclaved for approximately 30 minutes.

Sterile, disposable, individually-wrapped borosilicate glass pipets (Fisher pipets) were

used in this procedure. A sample procedure for serial dilution and colony counting of a

culture is given in the two following paragraphs. The serial dilution procedure should be

performed under a laminar flow hood.

This sample procedure is designed for experiments where cell counts are expected

to be between thirty milUon and three hundred million cells/ml. Since it is desired to dilute

to 30-300 cells/ml, it is necessary to dilute samples 10(X)00X, one million X, and ten

million X for later counting. Obviously this method can be modified for other expected cell

counts. Approximately 15 minutes before a sample is to be taken, three agar tubes are

placed in a boiling water bath in order to melt the tube contents. Immediately before the

measurement, the tubes are withdrawn from the water bath and stored in the laminar flow

hood, along with a propipettor, a pack of sterile gloves, three labeled sterile disposable

Fisher petri dishes, an appropriate number of pipets, dilution botdes, and tubes. A fresh
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pipet should be used after each dilution step. The sample is removed from the culture (if

from a chemostat, the effluent sidearm tube (to be described later) is flamed and

approximately 10 ml are allowed to flow out into a presterilized empty tube; if from a

flask, the cap is removed under the laminar flow hood and a sample is aseptically pipetted

out) and one ml is pipetted from the tube or culture flask into a ninety nine ml saline bottle.

This bottle is then well shaken. At this point the original culture has been diluted 100 X. A

one ml sample is then aseptically transferred from the first dilution bottie to another ninety

nine ml saline bottle. Again, this bottle is well shaken. The culture sample has now been

diluted 10000 X. A one ml sample is then aseptically transferred to a 9 ml sample tube and

the tube is well shaken. 2 ml of the lOOOOOX diluted sample is then taken. One ml is put

into the next 9 ml sterile tube and the other milliliter is pipetted onto the appropriately

labeled petri dish. One tubeful of agar, when it becomes lukewarm, is then poured into the

petri dish and the dish is subsequently mildly swirled in order to provide a more even

distribution of colony forming units. The new 1 million X dilution tube (now a 10 ml tube

with the one ml of sample added) is handled in the same way as the previous 10(XXX)X

tube. Lastly, the ten million X dilution tube has one ml transferred to the appropriate petri

dish. The agar in the petri dishes is allowed to solidify. The dishes are then inverted and

incubated at 37°C for 24 hours.

Upon sufficient incubation, the petri dishes are taken out of the incubator and are

individually placed on a Quebec darkfield colony counter. A hand-held colony counter is

used to ensure accounting. A marking pen is used in order to make dots under each colony

appearing on the plate so that no colony gets counted twice. When counting, care must be

taken to count colonies on the edge of the petri dish and to check if some of the colonies are

growing direcUy undemeaUi anotiier colony. The results of each plate count are recorded,

and the cell counting procedure is finished.

Biomass concentration was measured spectrophotometrically using a Milton Roy

Spectronic 20D spectrophotometer. The procedure for this measurement is relatively
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simple. The spectrophotometer is first set for operation at 550 nm. Deionized water is then

added to a clean cuvet, the cuvet is put into the sample chamber, and zeroing is performed.

The cuvet is then removed and the water is poured and then shaken out of the cuvet. Some

sample is then added and the cuvet is swirled. This sample is used to eUminate the effects

of residual water. At this point, the first amount of sample is poured out and at least three

ml of fresh sample are added. The cuvet is then placed into the sample chamber again and

an absorbance reading is then taken and recorded. If the absorbance reading is above 0.4,

appropriate dilution is performed. For example, in more dense samples, three ml of

deionized water would be added to one ml of sample for a 1/4 dilution. During the aerobic

operation experiments, 1/16 dilutions were necessary towards the end of the batch runs and

during continuous steady states.

In order to correlate the spectrophotometric absorbance reading to an actual dry

mass concentration, a calibration curve has to be obtained. A large (approximately 200 ml)

sample is taken from the reactor (at the end of a batch run). Eighty ml each of 75%, 25%,

and 12.5% dilutions are made in three separate beakers. The spectrophotometric

absorbances of each of these samples is then measured. In more turbid samples, when the

absorbance readings are significantly above 0.4, the diluted samples are used for

computation of the absorbance. Fifty ml of each of these dilutions are pipetted into

appropriately labeled centrifuge tubes. The tubes are then placed into a Precision Universal

Centrifuge set at 2(X)0 rpm for 60 minutes. The supernatant is then decanted, the remaining

contents are washed with approximately 5 ml of deionized water, and the tubes are

centrifuged for 20 more minutes. The supernatant was pipetted off and the remaining

contents are then emptied into preweighed and labeled petri dishes for drying. These

dishes are dried at 105°C for 48 hours and the contents are weighed. In this manner, a

calibration curve was prepared. The calibration curve is shown in figure 4.
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3.2.2 Glucose Analysis

TTie device used for glucose concentration determination was an Analytical

Research Model 110 Glucose Monitor. The analyzer's main component is the

electrochemical sensor on which an immobilized glucose oxidase membrane is mounted.

This enzyme catalyzes the reaction between glucose and oxygen to produce hydrogen

peroxide. Hydrogen peroxide is detected by the sensor and an electrical signal proportional

to glucose concentration is produced [42, p. 52]. The analyzer's pumps will take a small

(approximately 1.5 ml) aliquot of the sample through a port and pass most of it by the

membrane, leaving only a small plug of fluid for the actual analysis. This analysis is

performed in approximately three minutes, at which time almost all the glucose will have

reacted. Usually three aliquots are measured and the results are averaged. The following

paragraph gives a brief description of the actual procedure.

In the description that follows, one cycle is defined as the time between glucose

analyzer samplings. The glucose analyzer is operated as follows. Glucose calibration

solutions of appropriate concentrations (operator's judgment) are prepared and allowed to

dissolve for at least 2 hours. Fifty percent dilutions of calibrations should also be

prepared. For example, if calibration is to be made with a 2 g/1 glucose solution, a 1 g/1

glucose solution should also be prepared. Additionally, the glucose analyzer is switched

from idle to blank for 2 hours before calibrations are to be done. After these two hours the

calibration tube is placed in 100 ml of fresh water and the switch is set to "Cal". For the

next 15 minutes, water is allowed to pump through the system. After this 15 minutes, the

glucose analyzer is zeroed by setting the zero dial so that the peak readout during the

portion of the cycle between the ready light indicator coming on and the following sampling

reads ".000" g/1. One more cycle is observed to check for appropriate zeroing. At this

point, calibration of the glucose analyzer is performed. The sample tube is placed in the

appropriate calibration solution. The switch is then set to "Sample". Three cycles are

allowed to follow and the calibration is completed by setting the cal dial so that the peak
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value of glucose read during the portion of the cycle between the ready light turning on and

the following samphng reads out the calibration value of the glucose solution. This

calibration is then checked with a 50% solution of the cahbrator solution by putting the

sample tube into the appropriate calibrator solution. Three samples are taken and

calibration is checked by reading the appropriate peak value. If cahbration is appropriate,

samples can than be measured for glucose content. Four samplings are taken, with the last

three peaks being recorded as data. Recalibration is performed once every hour that

sampling is done. If the cahbration stays relatively accurate, a calibration check with 50%

calibration solution need not be completed. If glucose analysis results are below 1/2 of the

top calibration value, recalibration is performed at one half the calibration value.

3.2.3 d-Lactate Measurement

The measurement of d-lactate was based on a modification of Sigma procedure 816-

UV, which was designed for measurement of 1-lactate. The major modification to this

method was the use of d-lactic dehydrogenase (Sigma L-2395) instead of 1-lactic

dehydrogenase, provided with the original Sigma kit The principle of this test is explained

below.

In the metabolism of £. coli and most other chemoheterotrophic bacteria, pyruvate

is converted by lactate dehydrogenase into lactate. This, however, is a reversible reaction.

In other words, the same enzyme can be used to convert lactate into pyruvate. The

conversion of d-lactate to pyruvate will be accompanied by a reduction of one molecule of

NAD+ into NADH. NADH shows strong spectrophotometric absorbance at 340 nm,

whereas NAD+ does not absorb at this wavelength. Thus, using the indirect method of

spectrophotometrically measuring NADH in a mixture, the amount of d-lactate can be

determined. The problem of backconversion of the pyruvate into d-lactate is handled by

adding hydrazine to the mixture. Hydrazine reacts with the pyruvate and forms a complex

that d-lactic dehydrogenase cannot convert back into d-lactate.
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The experimental method involved preparation of a cahbration curve of d-lactate

concentration against sj)ectrophotometric absorbance at 340 nm. The spectrophotometer

used was a MUton Roy Spectronic 20D. A solution of approximately 200 mg/1 d-lactic acid

(Sigma L0625) or the Lithium salt (Sigma LIOOO) in deionized water (approximately in this

case means that the experimenter knows the exact concentration within experimental

accuracy, but it is not necessarily exactly 200 mg/1 in concentration) was prepared when

cahbration was performed. When the hthium salt was used, adjustments were made for the

weight of a lithium atom as opposed to a hydrogen atom in the free acid form. Dilutions of

approximately 87.5%, 75%, 62.5%, 50%, 37.5% and 25% were made of this solution.

Additionally, a solution of 2.50 g NAD+ (Sigma N7004) and 500 ml Glycine buffer

(Sigma 826-3) added to 1 titer of water was prepared. The mixture will be referred to as

"NAD solution" from this point. Since the NAD solution must be made immediately before

the lactate measurement, the actual amount prepared would depend on the number of lactate

samples to be analyzed. One would prepare 3 ml of the NAD solution (2 ml of water, 1 ml

of glycine, and 5 mg of NAD"*") per sample, plus at least one extra 3 ml solution for

preparation of a blank. 2.8 ml aliquots of NAD solution were pipetted into the appropriate

number of labeled test cuvets plus one blank cuveL Each labeled test cuvet had 0.2 ml of

the corresponding full strength or diluted calibration solution added and mixed .

Additionally, the blank cuvet had 0.2 ml of deionized water added and mixed. The 340 nm

spectrophotometric absorbances of each test cuvet against the blank were then measured

This value, which will be referred to as the zero absorbance, was used to compensate for

cuvet-to-cuvet variability.

Sixty units of d-lactic dehydrogenase were then added to each of the test cuvets and

the blank cuvet. The cuvets were then incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. The new

absorbances against the blank were then measured, and the differences between the new

absorbances and the corresponding zero absorbances were then calculated and plotted

against the corresponding test lactate concentrations. The curve obtained is shown in figure
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5, along with the results of a least squares fit to the data. Although the substance measured

is referred to as d-lactate throughout this work, the term d-lactate is actually slightly

inaccurate. D-lactic acid is the substance actually being measured. Frequently these The

relatively high correlation coefficient indicates that the assumption of a linear relationship in

this range of test lactate concentrations is satisfactory.

The procedure for measuring unknown lactate concentrations is essentially the same

as that for measuring the net absorbances of the calibration solutions. The key differences

will only be described. First, the unknowns must be diluted however many times to where

their lactate concentration is in the range between 50 and 200 mg/1. The amount of dilution

is usually based on previous methods, but for the first experiments this had to determined

by trial and error. Second, this dilution is also useful in diluting the effects of any residual

biomass or other substances in the filtered samples on the spectrophotometric readings.

Any remaining residuals would be taken into account by the zero absorbance measurement.

These residuals will not affect the net absorbance measurements as the enzyme used is

specific for d-lactate. Last, least, and most obvious, the calibration curve is used to

determine unknown concentrations, as opposed to the preparation of the curve when

calibrating.

3.2.4. Other Analyses

Other measurement methods were used in this research. These will only be

mentioned briefly as they were only seldomly used. These include amino acid analysis and

ethanol analysis. The amino acid measurements were made by an outside laboratory

(Interdisciplinary Center for Biotechnology Research, University of Florida, Gainesville,

Florida) on an amino acid analyzer. These amino acid measurements were used solely to

determine whether or not leucine or threonine nutritional limitations were encountered.

Ethanol concentrations, when measured, were determined using Sigma kit 332-UV.
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3.3 Feed Medium Composition

Many factors had to be considered in the design of the feed composition and

preparation. The first consideration was whether to use a complex medium such as Luria

broth or a minimal medium. A glucose minimal medium was chosen as the probability of

interference of feed components with measurements is lower. Once a minimal medium was

chosen, other considerations had to be taken into account. These included pH, buffering,

nitrogen requirements, trace minerals and metals, genetic deficiencies, substrate amount,

and interactions between these components during heat sterilization. These interactions

must be considered when deciding which component solutions to autoclave in the same

flask. Ideally, each component solution should be autoclaved separately. However, in

order to maintain sterility during the mixing process, there should be as few separate flasks

as possible. Thus, given the considerations described below, a design was chosen

inbetween these two extremes. A general consideration given was the separation of

inorganic from organic components in order to avoid production of toxic byproducts during

autoclaving. Finally, all the ingredients were prepared in deionized water.

The medium should be buffered with target pH 7. Buffering lowers the amount of

base needed to maintain pH during the experiments. M9 medium [41, p. 431 and 43, p.

A.3] satisfies this requirement. Additionally the nitrogen and some of the trace mineral

requirements are satisfied by the use of M9 medium. M9 medium includes sodium

phosphate dibasic, potassium phosphate monobasic, sodium chloride, ammonium chloride,

calcium chloride and magnesium sulfate. The exact amounts used will be given later.

Miller [41, p. 431] suggests separate autoclaving of calcium chloride and of magnesium

sulfate from the rest of the salts.

Other trace metals were added to the medium as suggested elsewhere[40,44,45].

These included selenium oxide, hydrated ferrous sulfate, hydrated ammonium molybdate,

and hydrated manganese sulfate . The amounts used will be given later. It was suggested

these should be sterilized by filtration, but sterility was a major concern in this work, so
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these compounds were autoclaved together in solution. Bridson and Brecker [46]

suggested autoclaving metals separately from phosphates in order to avoid precipitation.

Genetic deficiencies of E. coli LCB898 had to be accounted for in the medium

formulation. The genotype mentioned in the organism description indicates requirements

for threonine, leucine, and thiamine. Additionally, as the pyruvate-formate lyase gene is

mutated, acetate may be required to satisfy some biosynthetic requirements of the cell.

Several batch experiments were performed under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions in

order to determine the amounts of these chemicals required to insure glucose limitation of

growth. Amino acid analysis was performed on a sample of the batch at the point where

growth was no longer seen to see if any residual amino acids were left in solution. The

final amounts chosen were those that allowed glucose limited growth up to at least a

concentration of 4 g/1 glucose in the medium. This was indicated by the cessation of

growth when glucose became exhausted. Miller [41, p. 431] suggests separate

autoclaving of the amino acids and vitamin from the M9 salts, and Bridson and Brecker[46]

suggest separate autoclaving of the amino acids from the carbohydrates to avoid Maillard

reactions. Thus the amino acids and vitamin solutions were autoclaved together separately

from all other components, and, to avoid any other possible feed reactions, the acetate was

also separately autoclaved.

The final feed component to be discussed is the growth limiting substrate of

glucose. Glucose (Sigma) was used as the limiting substrate because of its relatively

straightforward measurement on the glucose analyzer previously mentioned. A main feed

concentration of 4 g/1 was decided on for several reasons. A feed glucose concentration too

low would make batch growth measurements difficult, as the analyzer available is

somewhat inaccurate at measuring glucose concentrations below 100 mg/1, and d-lactate

measurements below 25 mg/1 are also of questionable accuracy. Another reason to avoid

low glucose concentrations is the desirability of visible turbidity in the reactor system. For

example, in a batch growth experiment, the onset of visible turbidity serves as a marker for
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the beginning of more frequent measurements. This onset is still well before glucose

exhaustion and indicates the approximate point where glucose, d-lactate, and biomass

concentrations begin to measurably deviate from the starting values. On the other hand

high glucose concentrations also are not beneficial. First of all, autoclaving of high glucose

concentration solutions will lead to increased carmelization of the feed glucose. Also,

higher glucose concentrations represent higher biomass concentration. During aerobic

growth aeration may become insufficient at higher biomass concentrations. Buffering,

amino acid addition, and other feed components would have to be increased in

concentration. Finally, thick growth may cause other experimental problems such as

increased effluent tube wall growth, high amounts of base addition to maintain pH, and

more difficult sampling and cleanup. Thus, an intermediate glucose concentration of 4 g/1

was picked. However, any glucose concentration from approximately 3 g/1 to 10 g/1 would

also have satisfied the above criteria. Glucose solutions were autoclaved separately from

all other components to avoid all possible cross reactions (e.g. Maillard reactions). As

glucose concentration was the one feed component measured during all experiments, this

was the component that was most important to keep "pure".

The final feed composition used is given in Table 1.

3.4 Feed Preparation

The feed medium was prepared in three different configurations as follows: shake

flask, reactor batch, and continuous feed. Each will be discussed separately, and the flask

grouping hstings in table 1 will be used. The term "2.7X concentrated" will hereafter be

used to refer to concentration higher than that listed in table 1 by a factor of 2.7. For

example, a 2.7X concentrated solution of flasking group 1 would be a solution of 10.8 g/1

glucose in water. One stock solution was used in all three configurations, a lOOX
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Table 1. Feed medium recipe with flasking divisions

Feed Ingredient
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concentrated solution of flaskdng group 7. One liter of this was prepared when necessary.

Ten milliliters of this solution were used for every liter of feed solution.

When shake flasks were prepared, stock solutions were used. The stock solutions

prepared were 100 ml bottles of 25X concentrated solutions of flasking groups 2-6.

Glucose solution was freshly prepared for each shake flask. In order to illustrate the

preparation of a shake flask, the preparation of the usual 250 ml amount of flask medium

will be given. 10 ml of each of the group 2-6 bottles are pipetted into separate tubes and

the tubes are capped. 2.5 ml of the group 7 flask are also pipetted into a tube. Finally,

197.5 ml of deionized water is poured into a shake flask and 1 g of glucose is added. The

flask is then capped with a paper towel and foil and tied with a string. All of these are then

autoclaved for 25 minutes. Finally, upon cooUng of the ingredients, the ingredients are

poured together into the shake flask under a laminar flow hood.

The medium preparation for startup batches is described next. Although the startup

medium descriptions in this section do not appear to "add up" to the concentrations given in

Table 1, when the actual stanup procedures are considered later, the final startup

composition does "add up" to the correct medium. Two liters of 1.4 X concentrated

flasking group 2 salts are prepared and poured into the chemostat and then autoclaved

within the reactor. A 56 ml aliquot of the flasking group 7 stock solution is pipetted into a

glass flask. Four additional glass flasks with 150 ml each of deionized water are set aside.

To each of those flasks 5.6 times the mass Usted in table 1 for one flasking group is added,

for groups 3,4,5, and 6. These flasks are capped with paper towel and foil and then tied

with string. The glucose solution is prepared by adding 22.4 g of glucose to 944 ml of

water in the main feed flask, which is shown in figure 6. The main feed flask preparation

is as follows. A new Supor filter is placed in the Fisher 47 mm filter holder. The

connections are as follows: the flask outlet tube leads to its own filter holder, which leads

to the needle for puncturing into reactor. The needle is wrapped in foil wrap. Additionally,

there is a tube for a sterile nitrogen inlet into the flask for replacing the emptied fluid. The
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nitrogen introduced passes through a Bacti-Vent air filter. The rods going through the

rubber stopper are made of glass. The main feed flask and the glass flasks are autoclaved

for 30 minutes. After these cool down, all of the flasks are placed under a laminar flow

hood. The metal clamp on the main feed flask is loosened and the contents of the glass

flasks are added. The metal clamp is then retightened and the feed is ready to be added to

the reactor, as will be described later in the description of reactor startup.

Finally, the continuous feed medium preparation will be described. Sixteen liters of

continuous feed medium were made in any single batch, thus sixteen times the amount of

each flasking group to be added per liter is added to separate amounts of water. The

procedure for a single batch is described. In three large flasks, 3.5 liter aliquots of

deionized water are added, along with separate additions of 16X of the Table 1 masses for

flasking groups 1, 2, and 3. For example, in the glucose flask, 64 g of glucose are added

to 3.5 Hters of water. The group 7 flask has 160 ml of the appropriate stock solution added

and then filled with deionized water to 3 liters. The acetate flask has 26.56 g of

NaAcetate»3H20 added to 500 ml of water. The calcium chloride flask has 192 mg of

CaCl2 added to 250 ml of water and the last flask has 3.943 g of MgS04»7H20 added to

250 ml of water. Finally, the feed carboy, diagrammed in figure 7 is prepared as follows.

Two fresh .22 p. Supor filters are placed in the appropriate filter holders, along with a fresh

Bacti-Vent air filter for sterile nitrogen introduction. The carboy is then autoclaved empty

and uncapped. One and a half liters of deionized water are then poured into the carboy and

it is capped. The tubes are then clamped, the needle and air filter are covered with foil

wrap, and the whole apparatus (except the N2 bag and the magnetic stirrer) is autoclaved

for 30 minutes. All of the flasks are covered with paper towel and foil wrap and then tied

with string. They are also autoclaved for 30 minutes. The cap of the carboy is removed

and the contents of the other flasks are added under a laminar flow hood.
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3.5 Experimental Operation

3.5.1 Operational Conditions

The temperature that the experiments were operated at was 37°C. This temperature was

chosen as it is the normal optimal temperature for growth of E. coli. The other major

environmental variable that was held constant was pH. It was suggested [40] that

somewhat acidic pH's gave higher batch yields of d-lactic acid. As pH 7 is the optimal pH

for E.coli growth, the possibility of cycling pH in addition to aeration was examined.

Preliminary experiments were performed early in this investigation to examine the effects of

pH on the anaerobic batch yield of d-lactate on glucose. The results will be described

briefly. These experiments were performed before any aerobic experiments were and,

thus, a slightly different medium formulation was used as shown in table 2. It should be

emphasized that the pH effects experiment was the only one described in this work using

the table 2 recipe. All other experiments used the main recipe given in Table 1.

The use of shake flasks will be described later. A starter flask with an initial medium

composition described in table 2 in 500 ml of deionized water was inoculated, placed in a

37°C AO constant temperature shaker bath and kept there until the flask contents appeared

turbid. Three test flasks were prepared during the growth phase of the starter flask cultures

with 150 ml of medium in each. The medium ingredients of these three flasks were the

same as those in Table 2, but the concentrations of each were set so that, upon dilution with

100 ml of liquid, they were the same as those given in Table 2, except that the amounts of

potassium phosphate mono- and dibasic were varied to give the desired pH values.
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Table 2. First Medium Recipe

Glucose 3.0 g/1

K2HPO4 4.9 g/1

KH2PO4 3.0 g/1

NaAcetate 0.2 g/1

(NH4)2S04 0.1 g/1

CaCl2 0.2 g/1

MgSO4'7H20 0.1 g/1

FeS04»7H20 0.05 g/1

L-Threonine 0.05 g/1

L-Leucine 0.05 g/1

Thiamine 0.005 g/K
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When the starter flask reached the appropriate turbidity, the three test flasks were

each inoculated with 100 ml of the starter culture. Spectrophotometric absorbances, pH

values and lactic acid concentrations were then measured at half-hour intervals. The results

of this experiment are given in table 3. The large increase in lactate concentration in the pH

7 flask over a 5 hour period, along with the large increase in absorbance over a 26 hour

period, would indicate that the operating pH should be kept at a value around seven. An

additional benefit in choosing constant pH operation is that shifts in pH are difficult

Buffering is generally desirable in microbial systems, but buffering would require higher

base or acid amounts to be added to cause a shift. High addition of these solutions have a

diluting effect on the culture and thus will interfere with measurements. This problem,

though, may possibly be overcome by use of gases such as CO2 and N2 instead of acid or

base additions to manipulate pH.

3.5.2 Shake Flask Experimental Procedure

The shake flasks were prepared as described in the section on feed preparation.

Further procedural details will be given here. In a starter culture, after the contents were

poured together under a laminar flow hood, a small inoculum was taken off of the culture

storage agar dish with a sterile loop and then transferred into the combined medium flask.

In other types of shake flasks, liquid inocula may be used instead of the agar culture.

When liquid inocula were used, only small amounts (~1 ml) were usually added. After

inoculation, the flask was recapped with the paper towel/foil wrap cap and tied. The flask

was then placed in an AO shaker bath set at 37°C. If the shake flask culture was to be used

for reactor inoculation, it was usually left in the bath for approximately 12 hours. For yield

experiments, the flasks would be left in for longer periods. The usual shake flask volume

used was 250 ml.
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Table 3. Effects of pH on Lactate Production

Initial pH
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3.5.3 Reactor Experimental Procedure

3.5.3.1 System Description

The reactor experimental procedures will now be described. The reactor, a

Bioengineering KLF 2000, was used for all of the batch and continuous experiments. A

diagram of the reactor system is shown in figure 8. In this figure the long dashed lines

represent measurements for the chemostat control unit, and the dotted lines represent

control outputs. Except where mentioned later, the reactor volume was always maintained

at 2 liters. If the system is in continuous mode, a load cell is used to determine the system

weight A peristaltic pump maintains a constant effluent flowrate. The pumping rate is

calibrated by collection of the fluid in a graduated cyUnder. When a small drop in weight is

detected the control unit activates the influent pump until the reactor is back up to its

operating weight. Only small deviations in the level were allowed. The pH value of the

system was measured with an Ingold Ag/AgCl pH electrode and controlled by a

Bioengineering M7832N pH controller. This pH control maintained constant pH by

controlling pumps for previously autoclaved 1 M HCl and NaOH solutions prepared

separately. The constant 37°C temperature was maintained by a ptlOO temperature sensor,

a Bioengineering K54450 controller, and an 800 watt heater. Agitation for the reactor was

set at 700 rpm, and a baffle cage within the reactor helped insure good mixing. Dissolved

oxygen was monitored with a Cole-Parmer polarographic electrode and a Cole-Parmer

Model 5513 dissolved oxygen meter. When anaerobic conditions were necessary, filtered

(as shown in figure 8) Alphagaz oxygen-free nitrogen was bled over the top of the culture

at the rate of approximately 30 ml/min. When aeration was necessary, an Air Cadet pump

was used. It pumjjed air from underneath a UV hood, through a filter apparatus identical to

the same as that used for nitrogen, and through a sparging tube with the outlet bent

underneath the bottom rotor blade within the reactor. Two and a half vvm was the air

flowrate obtainable with this pump into the two liter reactor. When periodic switching of
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the aeration was performed, a slow flow of nitrogen was continuously maintained over the

top of the culture so as to maintain a positive pressure (which helps prevent outside

contamination). Switching of conditions during the aeration cycling was performed by

simply plugging the Air Cadet pump into an X-10 wall module and setting switch times on

an X-10 computer interface (X-10 (USA) Inc. 185A LeGrand Ave. Northvale, NJ ). The

gas was released through a Bioengineering gas outlet apparatus. This had a cooling jacket,

which was maintained at about 10°C in order to minimize evaporation of culture volume.

This cooling was accomplished by continuous pumping of cooled Prestone antifreeze

through a Hotpoint refrigerator and freezer using a Manostat pump set on its lowest

pumping speed. The end of the effluent gas hose was placed in a dilute Betadine solution

in order to help prevent contamination.

3.5.3.2 System Stanup and Operation

The following startup procedure was used for all batch and continuous

experiments. It should be emphasized that all continuous runs were started as batch runs.

The only variations were whether anaerobic or aerobic procedures were going to be used.

The cycling runs were all started up under aerobic conditions. Prior to startup, the effluent

tube, acid, base, and inlet gas filters were autoclaved. A batch feed was also prepared.

Additionally, a starter shake flask culture was prepared and inoculated 12 hours prior to

reactor inoculation. The chemostat was filled with the appropriate salts as described in the

batch feed description to the 20(K) ml level. The topcap and bottom attachment rings were

secured in place. The pH electrode was precalibraled to pH 7 and 4 and inserted into the

topcap. The reactor was now ready for autoclaving.

The autoclaving of the reactor was done in situ. Here, the pH electrode was

pressurized to 30 psi by connecting it to an air cylinder, the stirrer was set to 800 rpm, the

gas oudet was opened, and temperature set-point of the chemostat was changed to 121°C.

When the temperature reached 99°C, the gas oudet was closed. The temperature was
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allowed to reach 121°C, and was kept there for 30 minutes. After 121°C was held for 30

minutes, the temperature set point was changed to 104°C. When reactor temperature

reached 104°C, the first thing that was done was to turn on the pump for the gas outlet

apparatus reflux coolant The reactor pressure was raised by using either air from the Air

Cadet pump or nitrogen from a cyUnder. The gas outlet was also opened immediately. The

reactor temperature set-point was then changed to 37°C in preparation for the actual

experiment.

After the reactor cooled down to 37°C, the effluent, acid, and base tubes were each

placed through peristaltic pumps and then appropriate connections were made to the reactor

using aseptic technique. The effluent tube was immediately clamped to avoid loss of

reactor liquid. The main feed flask (described in the batch feed preparation) was then

connected to the reactor. Eight hundred milliliters were then pumped into the reactor for a

total volume of 2.8 liters. The reactor conditions were then set to pH 7, 37°C, and 700 rpm

agitation. Finally, 20 ml of inoculum were taken by a sterile syringe from the starter flask

under a laminar flow hood and then injected through one of the reactor seals. The reactor at

this point was prepared and inoculated. A batch run was thus begun.

Immediately after inoculation a sample was aseptically taken through the effluent

sidearm aseptically into a previously autoclaved and capped tube. Serial dilution was

immediately performed and the remaining sample had its absorbance measured and then

was centrifuged for ten minutes in a Fisher Centrific 228 centrifuge. After centrifugation

the sample was filtered using a syringe and MSI Magna Nylon 66 .22 )i filters and then

heat shocked for five minutes in boiling water. Finally, the sample was allowed to cool to

room temperature and then stored in a freezer for later glucose and lactate analysis.

Frequent measurements were taken during batch runs. The acid and base levels

were monitored and recorded. Upon the absorbance values reaching above 0.4,

appropriate dilution with deionized water was performed in order to obtain a measurable

absorbance. The batch measurements were performed until absorbance stopped increasing.
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Up to this point, the batch and continuous experiments were performed in a synonymous

manner (except for the obvious need for preparation of a continuous feed carboy during the

batch start of a continuous run). If a run was intended to be strictly batch, measurements

were continued for several hours into the stationary phase. If a run was intended to be a

continuous run, the system was switched into a continuous mode before the end of

exponential phase. The point of switching was usually about one hour before the expected

end of exponential phase. This end point was estimated using absorbance measurements

and comparing them with previous batch results.

The following procedure was used to switch the reactor from the initial batch mode

to a continuous mode. The feed carboy was connected to the reactor after its tube was led

through the influent peristaltic pump. Subsequently the reactor volume was lowered to 2

Uters by draining through the effluent tube. The weight set point was entered into the

chemostat control unit, the effluent flowrate was set, and the reactor was then in a

continuous mode.

Measurements were taken in the same fashion as in the batch runs. They were

taken at least three times on a daily basis, but usually the frequency was much higher.

Additional considerations during continuous operation were daily monitoring of the base

reservoir, checking of the tubing and overall system condition, contamination testing,

effluent disposal, and feed carboy preparation and changing.

Contamination testing was usually performed by the following two methods:

preparation of a shake flask deficient in the appropriate amino acids and inoculation with

reactor contents, and microscopic examination of a Gram-stained sample of the reactor

contents. In the former method, an additional control flask was prepared with the

appropriate amino acids. The two flasks were seeded with identical volumes of reactor

volume. They were then examined for growth after overnight shaker bath incubation. If

the deficient flask showed significant growth, then the reactor was declared contaminated.

This method is somewhat dubious, though, as the deficient flask could be selective for
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leucine and threonine revertants. Thus, the primary method of contamination testing was

the mentioned microscopic examination. If the slide appeared to have only red rods, the

continuous operation was declared successful to that point.

When operating in continuous mode a new feed carboy had to be prepared daily.

The feed was changed by switching the quick connect fitting at the end of each carboy tube

while aU ends were immersed in rubbing alcohol. The quick connect change in alcohol,

along with the second filter placed between this connect and the reactor inlet, helped insure

sterility.



CHAPTER 4

ANAEROBIC GROWTH OF E. COLI LCB898

4.1 Background

Under anaerobic environmental conditions, where no alternate electron acceptors

such as nitrate, fumarate, or sulfate, are available, Escherichia coli uses fermentation as its

pathway for energy production. Fermentation, as defined by Brock [47, p.802], is a group

of catabolic reactions producing ATP in which organic compounds serve as both primary

electron donor and ultimate electron acceptor. When compared to aerobic or anaerobic

respiration, fermentation is not a very efficient method of producing ATP and, thus,

overall cell biomass [48, p. 54]. In order to understand fermentation, the reactions

involved are briefly described. The important reactions are diagrammed in figure 9 (this

diagram was drawn with tiie help of Neidhardt and Brock [49, p. 153 and 47, p. 126]).

First, the metabohc pathway common to both aerobic and anaerobic metabolism, pyruvate

formation, will be examined. After this, fermentative pyruvate dissimilation will be

considered.

The pathways of glucose degradation to pyruvate shown in figure 9 are the

Embden-Meyerhof-Pamas (EMP) pathway and the pentose-phosphate pathway. Typically,

in E. coli grown anaerobically on glucose, 92-95% of the glucose will be degraded by the

EMP pathway and 5-8% will be degraded by the pentose-phosphate pathway [50,51]. The

common first reaction to both pathways is the phosphorylation of glucose to glucose 6-

phosphate. After this point, the split between the two pathways occiu^. The pentose-

phosphate pathway's major roles are formation of pentose phosphates for nucleotide

48
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biosynthesis and NADPH generation [48, p.31]. The EMP pathway will be described in

the following paragraph.

During pyruvate formation, a net yield of 2 moles of ATP per mole of glucose is

obtained by substrate-level phosphorylation. Additionally, 2 moles of NADH, the main

source of reducing power for biosynthesis, are generated. Some of the EMP pathway

intermediate metabolites also serve as biosynthetic precursors. These include fructose 6-

phosphate and phosphoenolpyruvate. The point at which aerobic and anaerobic

metabolisms differ is the degradation of pyruvate.

In wild-type E. coli cells, pyruvate is normally dissimilated under anaerobic

conditions by two pathways with no additional ATP generation, one being catalysed by

pyruvate formate-lyase (pfl), the other by d-lactate dehydrogenase (Idh) [52, p. 151]. Pfl is

inactive under aerobic conditions [53]. The products of the pfl degradation include

formate, acetate, ethanol, CO2, and H2 [49, p. 163]. The sole product of the lactate

dehydrogenase pathway is d-lactic acid. In anaerobic wild-type E. coli K12 batches [54],

only traces of d-lactic acid are produced. This would indicate that the Idh pathway is not

normally used.

In E. coli LCB898, a K12 mutant, a mutation exists in the gene responsible for

production of pyruvate-formate lyase, thus closing off that pathway for pyruvate

dissimilation [37,38,55]. High yields of d-lactic acid from glucose therefore are expected

in this mutant An additional consequence is that when growth is anaerobic in a minimal

medium, the addition of acetate may be required since acetyl-CoA cannot be produced

without the action of pyruvate formate-lyase.

To summarize, two points must be reiterated. The first is that when glucose is

processed through the EMP pathway, a net yield of 2 ATP molecules for every glucose

molecule degraded is observed. During aerobic metabolism, which is to be described later,

oxidative phosphorylation can also be employed. It will be shown that the net ATP yield

per glucose is much higher when tiie additional phosphorylation is performed. Again, ATP
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yield is directly proportional to growth yield. Thus, relatively low biomass yields under

anaerobic conditions are expected. The second main point is that E. coli LCB898 should

show high yields of d-lactate on glucose.

4.2 Batch Growth

In all of the following discussed batch results, time represents the point at which

inoculation of the reactor was inoculated. The results for one of the anaerobic batch runs,

to be designated anaerobic batch run 1, are shown in figures 10 and 11. This was one of

the preliminary runs to help determine a final feed composition. It is clear that biomass

concentration stopped increasing well before glucose in the system was exhausted from the

results shown in figure 10. Any glucose consumed after 46 hours was strictly being used

for maintenance. The results shown in figure 1 1 indicate that the glucose was largely being

converted into lactate. In this experiment only 50 mg/1 of each amino acid and no metals

were used in the medium. It was hypothesized (and later confumed with amino acid

analysis) that threonine was exhausted at the point of entering stationary phase.

In the next batch experimental run, anaerobic batch run 2, the amino acid

concentrations were doubled, but metals were still not added to the medium. The results

for this experiment are shown in figures 12 and 13. Again, as can be seen in figure 13, the

bacteria appeared to enter a stationary growth phase before glucose was exhausted. Amino

acid analysis showed excess threonine and leucine. Other work with this organism

[40,44,45] was then reexamined and metals were then added to the final formulation of the

medium.

In figures 14-17 all of the experimental results for a batch run with sufficient amino

acids and metals added to the medium are shown. This run is designated anaerobic batch

run 3. At 27 hours, the point of glucose exhaustion, growth had essentially stopped, as

can be seen in figures 14-16. During this growth phase, as shown in figure 17, lactate was

being produced in what appears to be a growth-associated manner. Lactate concentration
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did continue to increase beyond 27 hours, but this may be explained by a slow release of

the lactate from the cells. The low lactate concentration seen at 27 hours was probably due

to exf)erimental error in the measurement, as the previous point indicated a lactate

concentration approximately 300 mg/1 higher. Appropriate values for growth parameters

for this run will be given later in this chapter. Approximately 2 hours after entering the

stationary phase, the lactate measurements shown in figure 17 showed an interesting

response. The lactate showed a sharp dip with a subsequent increase. Ordinarily this may

have been simply dismissed as experimental error. A later experimental run was performed

under the same conditions as anaerobic batch run 3, to be designated anaerobic batch run 4,

and its results are shown in figures 18-21. The lactate results for this run are shown in

figure 2 1 . The previously mentioned dip was also seen here. This dip was not of major

importance to this work as it occurs during stationary phase. This work primarily involved

exponential phase growth in continuous operation. However, possible explanations for it

are appropriate. The simplest hypothesis is experimental error. This hypothesis is not

probable though as it has been seen more than once. Another is that the cells may have

been growing diauxically on some other substance in the medium such as acetate, leucine,

or threonine. This would have been an unusual diauxy, though, as biomass concentration,

shown in figures 14 and 18, did not seem to increase during the period of glucose

exhaustion. The cells may have been using one of the listed substances in the medium for

maintenance while ingesting d-lactate along with this substance and later releasing the

lactate for some unknown reason. Still another hypothesis is that some of the cells may

have been genetically reverting to a pfl+ form (to be discussed further in a later chapter).

The properties of the revertant are not completely understood and this could have been

some effect of the revertant's growth alongside with the non-revertants. Again, whatever

the true explanation for this behavior may be, it was not of primary importance to this work

as most of the work performed in this project was on exponential phase growth.
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4.3 Continuous Growth

All continuous anaerobic experiments were run with the standard feed medium

shown in table 1. In all of the following discussions of continuous results, time

represents the point at which the reactor was inoculated. The point of switch from batch to

continuous operation will be mentioned for each run. It should be reemphasized that all of

the continuous runs were started as anaerobic batch runs. The switching point was chosen

on the basis of reactor turbidity so as to avoid washout and glucose exhaustion. The

results for one of the anaerobic continuous experiments, anaerobic continuous run 1, are

shown in figures 22-25. This experiment was performed at a dilution rate of 0.164 hr^.

(Dilution rate is defined as the ratio of flowrate to reactor volume. In reactor engineering

terminology, this represents the reciprocal of the residence time.) The switch to continuous

operation in this run was done at 83 hours. In figure 22, it is seen that a steady state,

defined as where the state variables of the system are unchanging, was seen at

approximately 108 hours. Data collected past 130 hours show surprising results and these

will be presented and discussed in Chapter 8. Some of the results of another continuous

anaerobic experiment (with dilution rate of 0.17 hr"'), anaerobic continuous run 2, are

shown in figures 26 and 27. The increased number of data taken at the switch point show

the smooth change in system condition from batch to continuous operation. In this

experiment, a steady state was seen at approximately 44 hours.

Values for the averaged apparent steady-state values for various dilution rates of cell

number, biomass, lactate and glucose concentrations are given in table 4. These values

were taken from the shown continuous experiments along with other continuous anaerobic

experiments. The results show low values for residual glucose concentration and high

conversions to lactate. The biomass concentration is also consistendy low. Surprisingly,

the biomass concentration seemed to rise with dilution rate, which is not in agreement with

normal Monod behavior. These increases were not very large though. In contrast to

biomass, glucose did follow the expected Monod behavior of increasing with dilution rate.
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Table 4. Apparent Anaerobic Continuous Steady States

Dilution Rate
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4.4 Modeling

4.4. 1 Presentation of Model

The following model was proposed to describe this system under batch anaerobic

conditions during exponential growth

_ "max. anaerobic^ Ol^

^s.anaerobic
"'' ^

1 t^max, anaerobic^
r'Ofi^

Y K +<i^ x/s, anaerobic ^^s.anaerobic ''

• ^iW^anaerobici^
(29)

TC 4-

«

^^s, anaerobic ^ ^

where q = time derivative of q

x=biomass (dry mass) concentration in the reactor

s=substrate (glucose) concentration in the reactor

p=product (d-lactate) concentration in the reactor

^max, anaerobic=maximum growth rate under anaerobic conditions

Ks, anaerobic=saturation parameter under anaerobic conditions

Yx/s, anaerobic=yield of biomass on substrate under anaerobic conditions

a=growth-associated lactate production parameter

The first model equation, equation 27, shows simple Monod dependence of biomass

growth rate on glucose concentration. Equation 28, representing the time derivative of

glucose concentration, was chosen with the assumption that all glucose consumed during

exponential growth was consumed for the purpose of producing biomass. The third

equation, equation 29, gives the time derivative of d-lactate concentration in such a system.
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It was assumed that the d-lactate production under exponential growth conditions was

strictly anaerobically growth-associated.

A continuous form of this model is as follows

I = i^niiM^ii£I£b!£ix-Dx (30)

"s.anaerobic ^ ''

S = ^- ^^max.anaerobicS
^_^ ^3^^

Y K +<;
•* x/s,anaerobic '^s.anaerobic ^

•^^ ^^max.anaerobicS ^_Pp ^32)

^s.anaerobic "*" ^

. T> JM • Flowrate
where D=dilution rate=

Volume

SF=feed substrate (glucose) concentration

The above continuous form of the model was developed for a continuous stirred tank

reactor under conditions of perfect mixing. No biomass or product was introduced in the

feed, so no feed lactate or biomass was accounted for in this model. Inlet substrate was

accounted for in the substrate equation. The equations were simply extensions of equations

27-29 with additional terms for dilution of the biomass, substrate, and product out of the

reactor.

4.4.2 Model Parameter Fitting

The batch run measurements were the primary ones used for parameter

computation. The primary justification for this was that the anaerobic continuous runs

described previously were not performed until the ending of this work. Also, they showed

problems with reversion, which will be described in a later chapter, and measured steady

states were difficult to find. The parameters used in later modeling will be given here,

along with justification for their determination. Improved values for model parameters are
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also given, but these were not the ones used in designing the later cycling operations still to

be described.

The first parameters to be discussed are the maximum growth rate, |J.max, anaerobic,

and the saturation constant. Kg, anaerobic- These parameters would usually be determined

by use of a Lineweaver-Burke plot [56, p. 106] of continuous data. In these types of plots,

a large number of continuous steady states are necessary. Under steady-state conditions,

the time derivatives of the continuous form of the model are all equal to zero. By

manipulation of the steady-state version of 30, the following relation can be obtained

^ _ '^s.anaerobic ^ . *_ f'X'X\

'-^ M^ max, anaerobic ^ss r-max.anaerobic

where Sss=steady- state residual glucose concentration in the reactor

A plot could then be made of reciprocal dilution rale against reciprocal residual glucose

concentration. A least-squares fit would then be made to the data. The intercept would be

equivalent to the reciprocal of the maximum anaerobic growth rate, and the slope would be

equal to the saturation parameter divided by the maximum anaerobic growth rate.

Unfortunately, due to the reversion problems mentioned above, it was very difficult to

obtain continuous steady-state data. Equation 33 can be used on one data point to find one

of the two unknown parameters if the other can be satisfactorily estimated. It can be seen

that at a dilution rate equal to half of the maximum growth rate, the residual substrate in the

reactor is equal to Ks, anaerobic- In anaerobic batch run 3 the dry-mass growth rate was

0.190 hrl and in anaerobic batch run 4 it was 0.23 hr^. These were obtained by simple

exponential fitting of the biomass data during exponential phase. For example, the data

used to calculate anaerobic batch run 3's growth rate was the dry mass data taken between

16 and 27 hours. The correlation coefficient for the fit (R^) was greater than 0.99. It was

assumed that these growth rates were at the maximum, as the glucose concentration was

very high during most of the duration of the runs. Were this not the case, the R^ would not
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have been so close to 1. For the sake of consistency, anaerobic batch run 3 was the run

that served as the source of the data used for fitting model parameters. The reason why this

run was chosen over anaerobic batch run 4, was that the run 4's growth rate of 0.23 hr^

was significantly higher than that seen in other experiments performed. Most experiments,

including anaerobic batch run 1 and 2, indicated growth rates of the culture having values

between 0.19 and 0.20 hr^. Therefore, the final value of |imax, anaerobic used was 0.190

hrl. The two Ks, anaerobic parameters then calculated using equation 33 for the anaerobic

continuous steady states given in table 4 are then 22.4 and 40.4 mg/1 for dilution rates

0.164 and 0.13 hr'^ respectively. An average Ks, anaerobic of 3 1.4 mg/1 would then be the

apparent value to be used. For several of the simulations described later the anaerobic

continuous experiments had not yet been performed. For these, a Ks, anaerobic value of 98

mg/1, based on preliminary continuous data using the feed medium listed in table 2, was

used for several of the later simulations in this dissertation. Use of the revised parameter

value of 31.4 mg/1 is suggested for future work with this model.

TTie next parameter to be determined was the yield of biomass on glucose under

anaerobic conditions, Yx/s, anaerobic- Using equations 30 and 32 and the assumption of

steady state the following relation for continuous operation can be stated

Xss=Yx/s, anaerobic(sp'Sss) (34)

where Xss=steady-state biomass concentration in the reactor

Using this relation, yield values of .064 and .061 — were indicated for dilution
mg glucose

rates 0.164 and 0.13 hr^, respectively. Anaerobic batch run 3 was the base run used and

the biomass yield was computed for this using a material balance argument which is very

similar to equation 34.

x=Yx/s(so-s) (35)
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where So=initial glucose concentration in the batch

In figure 28, a plot of biomass against consumed substrate is shown. The line fit to the

data and forced through zero is also exhibited. The slope of this line gives the value of

Yx/s, anaerobic determined by this experiment The fit indicates a yield value of

0.063 — . However, as can be seen from the large amount of scatter around the
mg glucose

line, this was not a very good fit. The correlation coefficient for this curve, R^, was only

0.90. Since the correlation coefficient was so low, the yield used in calculation was

computed by simply averaging the biomass concentrations found in the stationary phase

and dividing the average by the initial glucose concentration of 4000 mg/1. The yield

computed in this manner was 0.068 — . This was the value used in the modeling
mg glucose

work. The fit value of 0.063 — turned out to be in good agreement with the
mg glucose

later continuous results, and, thus, this result should be used in the future.

The final parameter to be discussed for the anaerobic model is the anaerobic growth

associated lactate production parameter, a. Using equations 30, 32, and the steady-state

assumption, the following continuous steady-state relationship holds

a =^ (36)

where pss=steady-state product (d-lactate) concentration

The continuous runs indicate values for a of 12.02, 12.95, and 14.15 — for
mg biomass

dilution rates of 0.17, 0.164, and 0.13 hr^ respectively. The variability in these values is

quite large and leaves some of the d-lactate measurements in question. The determination

of a for a batch run is done by using equation 27 and equation 29 to obtain
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• •

p = ax (37)

Subsequent integration yields

p=ax+po+axo (38)

where po=initial d-lactate concentration

Xo=initiaI biomass concentration

The slope of a plot of biomass against d-lactate concentration during exponential phase for

a batch run is equivalent to the a parameter. This plot for anaerobic batch run 3 is shown

in figure 29, along with the results of a linear least squares fit to the data. The problem

with this method is that, due to the scatter of the d-lactate values seen in figure 29, the final

value is very dependent on where exponential phase is declared to begin. For example, if

all of the data that were used for the computation of anaerobic batch run 3's growth rate

was used, an a parameter of 8.64 mg/mg (with a correlation coefficient, R2, of only 0.88)

would be the determined value. This correlation coefficient was unacceptably low. If the

last data point, due to its questionable reliability, was ignored the a parameter value

increased to 9.64. If the only points considered on this figure were Uiose between 100 and

250 mg/1 biomass, an a parameter of 16.7 mg/mg would be found. Due to aU of this

scatter, a batch value for a had to be determined by another batch run. Anaerobic batch run

4, in spite of its high growth rate, was then examined and used to obtain an estimate of a.

The results of the corresponding lactate against biomass curve are presented in figure 30,

along with hnear least squares fitting results. The data showed a much higher degree of

Unearity than that seen for anaerobic batch run 3. The a parameter fit for these data was

10.8 wiUi a correlation coefficient, R-, of 0.98. This was the value used in later

simulations. Upon comparison of this value with those given by the continuous runs, this
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value for a would underpredict lactate concentration by approximately 20%. Increased

values of a should be considered in future use of the model.

The parameter values are summarized in table 5. The suggested revised a

parameter was based on averaging the results for the determined a parameters of the three

continuous experiments. The large differences in updated parameter values for yield,

saturation and a parameters suggested that use of the model in designing any operation

must be checked for sensitivity to these parameters.
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Table 5. Anaerobic Model Parameter Values

Parameter Value used in later work Possible improvement

^Imax, anaerobic .19 hrl .19 hr"!

Ks, anaerobic 98 mg/1 31.4 mg/1

Yx/s, anaerobic .068 mg/mg .063 mg/mg

a 10.77 mg/mg 13 mg/mg



CHAPTERS
AEROBIC GROWTH OF E. COLI LCB898

5.1 Backgound

Under aerobic conditions most facultative aerobes, such as E. coli, will adjust their

metabolism to take advantage of available oxygen and increase its production of biomass.

The first part of aerobic metabolism of glucose is production of pyruvate. This part

was described in the previous chapter on anaerobic growth. The only major difference to

be mentioned here is that 25% of the glucose will enter the pentose-phosphate pathway

under aerobic conditions [50,51]. Where the major difference between fermentation and

aerobic respiration on glucose lies, is in the fate of pyruvate. The aerobic metaboUsm of

glucose for a wild-type E. coli is shown in figure 31 [49, p. 155, 45]. The aerobic

metabolism of E. coli LCB898 shouldn't deviate significantly from this as no significant

aerobic metabolism genes are mutated in its genome. Pyruvate dehydogenase, which is

only produced aerobically [39], is the enzyme responsible for aerobic conversion of

pyruvate to acetyl-CoA. After it is formed, acetyl-CoA is sent through the TCA cycle. In

the TCA cycle only one ATP molecule (per molecule of pyruvate) is produced by substrate-

level phosphorylation, specifically the conversion of succinyl-CoA to succinate [48, p. 54].

All of the other ATP molecules are generated by oxidative phosphorylation, where the

energy is produced by the transfer of electrons from NADH, NADPH, and FADH2 to

oxygen [49]. As can be seen in figure 31, from each tum of the cycle two molecules of

NAD+, one of NADP+, and one of FAD+ are reduced, with one additional NAD+

reduction occurring in the conversion of pyruvate to acetyl-CoA. In E. coli, two molecules

ofATP can be generated for each molecule of NADH or NADPH, and one molecule of

84
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ATP can be produced for each molecule of FADH2 oxidized [48, p. 43]. To sum up, ten

molecules of ATP can be produced, when the TCA cycle is employed, for every molecule

of pyruvate processed. When one adds, per glucose molecule, the two ATP molecules

generated by fermentation, the 2 ATP's that can be generated from the 2 molecules of

NADH produced (and not needed in d-lactate formation) and the TCA generated ATP's

from the two pyruvate molecules formed, 26 molecules of ATP can be produced for every

glucose molecule, as opposed to the synthesis ofjust two molecules of ATP for each

glucose molecule stricdy fermented.

Of course, these ATP yields are theoretical. Fermentative efficiency can be as high

as 50%, as opposed to the TCA cycle efficiency of 39% [47, p. 134]. Nonetheless, even

though pure fermentation has higher efficiency, the aerobic metabolism wUl give much

higher amounts of ATP per glucose molecule consumed than will pure fermentation. Since

growth requires ATP for energy, aerobic growth should show higher biomass yields on

glucose.

There are two main products of aerobic growth of E. coli on glucose, specifically

biomass and CO2 [57, p.802]. Three CO2 molecules are produced by the TCA degradation

of each pyruvate molecule, and thus 6 CO2 molecules are produced for every glucose used

strictly for catabolism.

5.2 Experimental and Modeling Results Introduction

Most of the aerobic experiments were performed in conjunction with a master's

thesis project performed by Christina Stalhandske [58]. The experiments were jointiy

performed by this author and Stalhandske and the modeling work, while contained in that

work, was mostly performed by this author. Thus, most of the results, both experimental

and modeling, are taken from this thesis.
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5.3 Batch Growth

In all of the following discussed batch results, time represents the point at which

the reactor was inoculated. The results for one of the aerobic batch runs, to be designated

aerobic batch run 1, are shown in figures 32-35. This was one of the preliminary runs to

help determine a final feed composition. As can be seen fi-om figure 32, glucose was not

exhausted when biomass concentration stopped rapidly increasing at 14 hours. Biomass

did increase slightly after 14 hours, but not in an exponential manner. Glucose did

continue to drop, but it is hypothesized that this glucose was largely used for maintenance.

Amino acid analysis showed that threonine was exhausted before glucose . The lactate and

ethanol concentrations of each sample were measured to see if they were produced in a

significant amount. These quantities turned out to be negligible. Thus, in the following

strictly aerobic batch and continuous runs ethanol and lactate measurements were not

measured regularly.

The results of a batch run with sufficient amino acids , aerobic batch run 2, are

shown in figures 36-38. This time the cells grew exponentially until glucose was

exhausted, which indicated that glucose was the limiting substrate. It appeared that 15

hours after starting the run, cell number and biomass concentration stopped increasing in an

exponential manner. Further increases in dry mass can be attributed to diauxy on

remaining amino acids or acetate present

5.4 Continuous Growth

All continuous aerobic experiments were operated with the standard feed medium.

In all of the following discussed continuous results, time represents the point at which the

reactor was inoculated. The point of switch from batch to continuous operation will be

mentioned. It should be reemphasized that all of the continuous runs were started as

aerobic batch runs. The switching point was determined on the basis of turbidity and

chosen so as to avoid washout and glucose exhaustion.
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TTie results for one of the aerobic continuous experiments, aerobic continuous run 1, are

shown in figures 39-41. This experiment was performed at a dilution rate of 0.335 hr^

The switch to continuous operation was done at 13.5 hours. In figure 39, it is seen that a

steady state, defined as where the state variables of the system are unchanging, is reached

at approximately 59 hours.

Values for the averaged apparent steady-state values for various dilution rates of cell

number, biomass, glucose, and cell number concentrations are given in table 6. These

values were taken from the shown experiments along with other continuous anaerobic

experiments. All of the lactate measurements for these runs only showed trace amounts.

The results show low values for residual glucose concentration. The biomass

concentration is also consistently high. The biomass concentration dropped, the residual

glucose concentration increased and the average cell size increased with increasing dilution

rate. This behavior of the biomass and glucose concentration is in agreement with standard

Monod behavior [59,11, p.lOl].

5.5 Modeling

5.5.1 Presentation of Model

The following model was proposed to describe this system under batch aerobic

conditions during exponential growth

H max. aerobic^ ^X =
K +<i
'^s.aerobic ^

(39)

1 r^max, aerobic^ //in\
S = X (40)

Y K +^* x/s,aerobic •'^s.aerobic ^
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Table 6. Apparent Aerobic Continuous Steady States
± J.

ation Rate

(hrl)
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_ r^max.aerobic^ ^"4
1

")

*^s,aerobic ^

where q = time derivative of q

x=biomass (dry mass) concentration in the reactor

s=substrate (glucose) concentration in the reactor

n=cell number concentration in the reactor

M-max, aerobic=rriaxinium growth rate under aerobic conditions

Kg, aerobic=saturation parameter under aerobic conditions

Yx/s, aerobic=yield of biomass on substrate under aerobic conditions

The first model equation, equation 39, shows simple Monod dependence of biomass

growth rate on glucose concentration. Equation 40, representing the time derivative of

glucose concentration, was chosen with the assumption that all glucose consumed during

exponential growth was consumed for the purpose of producing biomass. Equation 41 is

similar to 39, and was based on the assumption of constant cell mass.

A continuous form of this model is as follows

•^iW,anaerobjcS^_j^^
(42)

•'^s.anaerobic
"*" ^

*x/s, anaerobic ^s, anaerobic ^

;^ ^^max.anaerob.cS ^_p^ (44)

"s, anaerobic ^

, T^ ,-, Flowrate
where D=dilution rate=

Volume

SF=feed substrate (glucose) concentration
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The above continuous form of the model was developed for a continuous stirred tank

reactor under conditions of perfect mixing. No biomass was introduced in the feed, so no

feed biomass is accounted for in this model. Inlet substrate was accounted for in the

substrate equation. The equations were simply extensions of Equations 39-41 with

additional terms for dilution of the biomass and substrate out of the reactor.

5.5.2 Model Parameter Fitting

Methods similar to those used for determining the anaerobic model parameters

could have been used for the aerobic model parameters as well. However, these methods,

except for the yield determination, were not used here. The project described in the thesis

of Stalhandske [58] involved nonlinear least squares methods that were described in the

prior chapter on theoretical methods. The parameters from her thesis were the ones used in

later simulations. In this thesis an alternate model, originally described elsewhere

[1 1,61,62], was also presented and modeling results were also given for this model. This

model will only be briefly presented. This alternate model, designated as the RLS model,

is represented by the following equations

:;= ...

"'
!^]\ (45)

^s,aerobic •" S \X

1 VS
S = --

^x/s,aerobic ^s.aerobic
"*" ^

-Fx (46)
Vx

_ M^max, aerobic^ ^n = n

^s.aerobic ^ ^
(47)

z = a(s-z) (48)
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where v=parameter incorporating both geometric and maximum growth rate

factors

K's, aerobic Ks3erobic=saturation constants

a=adaptability parameter

z=weighted average of previous substrate concentrations

This model was derived by considering cellular surface area-to-volume ratio and normal

Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Basically, in equation 45, (n/x)l/3 is proportional to surface

area-to-volume ratio for the cell and s/K's^robic+s is proportional to specific glucose

uptake per unit surface area of the cell. Thus v represents a lumped proportionality factor

for the geometric and maximum growth rate terms. This model predicts instantaneous

change in biomass specific growth rate (actually it predicts an overshoot to the new steady

state), but a more gradual, monotonic change in number of cells specific growth rate. A

chemostat form of this model, similar to that given in Equations 42-44, is presented below.

For the sake of simplicity, this form was based on tiie assumption of instantaneous

adjustment of n to changing substrate conditions. This would mean that a would have

infinite value.

^s.aerobic ^ a V a y

_ Mmax, aerobic* r^ /rrwn= n -Dn (50)

^s.aerobic
"*" ^

VS ( n V^

* x/s, aerobic ^s.aerobic
"'" * V ^ -
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The yield was computed by plotting biomass against glucose consumed, using the data

from aerobic batch run 2 with the method previously described in the anaerobic growth

chapter. The results of this are shown in figure 42, along with a linear least squares fit

forced through zero. Only the exponential growth biomass points are shown and used in

the fit The slope of this Une is the determined yield for this experiment. This yield was

found to be 0.493 — with a correlation coefficient, R^, of 0.99. The yield
mg glucose

used in the later simulations had a slighdy inaccurate value of 0.486 used. The 0.493 value

should be the one considered for future use. All of the other model parameters were

determined by the use of aerobic batch run 2's exponential phase data (all but the last 2

points are shown). In addition to the parameters, starting amounts of biomass and cell

number concentrations were fit. The results of these curve fits are shown in figures 43-45.

The only preset model parameters were yield and initial glucose concentration. In the batch

simulations, for the sake of simphcity, the adaptability parameter, a, was assumed to have

infinite value. The biomass plot shows the RLS model to give shghdy better fits than the

Monod model does. The Monod model does give a somewhat better fit of the residual

glucose concentration results, but the RLS model gives significantly better predictions for

the cell number data, especially towards the end of the run. Finally the sum of squared

residuals for the RLS model is about 25% lower than that of the Monod model, indicating a

slighdy better overall fit by the RLS model. The lower sum of squared residuals is not

surprising as two additional parameters were available for fitting. The model parameters in

the Stalhandske thesis [58] are given in table 7.

Under steady- state continuous operation, equations 42-44, 49, and 51 give

'^ss = Yx/s.aerobic(SF ~ ^^5) (52)
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Figure 43. Aerobic batch run 2. Biomass concentration against time. Dashed line

represents Monod model fit, and solid line represents RLS model fit.
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Table 7. Aerobic Model Parameters

Model Parameter/Starting
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Sss
= :r (53)

Mrnax,aerobic

K, +sr ,,•
. \3

nss =
•s ''SSD Xss (for the RLS model) (54)

i^ss = ^ss
—^ (for the Monod model) (55)
Xo

where Xss=steady-state biomass concentration in the reactor

Sss=steady-state glucose concentration in the reactor

nss=steady-state cell number concentration in the reactor

no=initial cell number concentration in the batch calculation

Xo=initial biomass concentration in the batch

Equation 55 simply indicates constant cell size. These relations were used in Stalhandske's

thesis[58] to compare the model predictions to experimental data. The results are shown in

tables 8-10. The RLS model gives superior predictions of glucose concentration at all

dilution rates, and a somewhat better biomass prediction at the .335 hr' dilution rate.

However, its cell numbers predictions are very poor.
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Table 8. Aerobic model comparison with continuous data for D=.263 hr^

Model Used Dry mass (mg/l) Glucose (mg/1) Number of cells/1

Data 2200 70 1.2 x 10*3

Monod 1900 111 6.7 x 10l2

RLS 1900 74 4.0 x 10^4
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Table 9. Aerobic model comparison with continuous data for D=.45 hr^

ModelUsed Dry mass (mg/1) Glucose (mg/I) Number of cells/1

Data 1920 203 1.2 x lO^^

Monod 1700 408 6.2 x 10^2

RLS 1810 246 8.4 x lO^^
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Table 10. Aerobic mcxiel comparison with continuous data for D=.335 hr^

Model Used Dry mass (mg/1) Glucose (mg/1) Number of cells/1

Data 2000 93 6.7 x 10l2

Monod 1900 178 6.7 x 10^2

RLS 1900 116 2.4x1014



CHAPTER 6

THE EFFECTS OF SHIFTS IN
AERATION ON E. COLI LCB898

6.1 Background

The effects of shifts in aeration on some species have been studied by other

workers [e.g. 62,63]. Shifts in aeration condition for E. coli sp>ecirically have also been

examined [e.g. 50,64,65]. There are differences between the physiology of the cells under

each aerobic and anaerobic conditions[50,65] including what metaboUc enzymes and other

proteins are present Smith and Neidhardt[50,65] indicated that these changes manifest

themselves in a smooth transition of growth rates of wild-type E. coli K12 when sharp

shifts were performed from anaerobic to aerobic conditions, with some delay (25 minutes)

in the adjustment to the final growth rate. This delay may or may not be applicable to the

mutant E. coli. Pyruvate processing is one of the key steps in E. coli glucose metabolism.

Pyruvate dehydrogenase is the enzyme responsible for conversion of pyruvate to acetyl-

CoA under aerobic conditions. Production of this enzyme may be inducible by pyruvate

under aerobic conditions[65]. Since the E. coli mutant may have a different amount of

intracellular pyruvate than normal E. coli K12 cells under anaerobic conditions, the

adjustment to aerobic conditions may be different than that of the strain described in the

work of Smith and Neidhardt.

In the other type of shift, aerobic to anaerobic conditions. Smith and Neidhardt [50]

showed a complete lag in bacterial growth for 20 minutes before aerobic growth started.

However, this observation may or may not be applicable to the organism under study as

pyruvate formate lyase (pfl) is a key anaerobic metabolic enzyme in normal E. coli, which

is absent in this mutant
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6.2 Development of the Combined Aerobic-Anaerobic Model

A simple model to describe E. coli LCB898 under both aerobic and anaerobic

conditions was developed for later use in developing cycling strategies. The model chosen

was a simple blending of the anaerobic and Monod aerobic models to describe biomass,

glucose, and product responses to variable aeration conditions. The Monod aerobic model,

in spite of its inferior predictive capability compared to the previously described RLS

model, was used for the sake of overall model simplicity. The individual models were

described earlier and only the special aspects of the combination model will be discussed.

The batch equations are as follows

X = l^max, aerobic _ j^ ,
M^ max, anaerobic /i j \•doc + rr •(1-doc) sx

^ ^s.aerobic
'*' ^ Ks.anaerobic + S

(58)

J

s =
1 Mmax. aerobic

'x/s, aerobic '^s.aerobic
"*" ^

^
"max. anaerobic

^x /s.anaerobic ^s.anaerobic'*"^

_ ^ M-max.anaerobic^^ /i j s

P = a-jT • (1 - doc)
^s.anaerobic "*" ^

• doc

'(1-doc)
A

sx

(59)

(60)

where q = time derivative of q

x=biomass (dry mass) concentration in the reactor

s=substrate (glucose) concentration in the reactor

p=product (d-lactate) concentration in the reactor

l^max, anaerobic=rnaximum growth rate under anaerobic conditions

Ks, anaerobic=saturation parameter under anaerobic conditions

Yx/s, anaerobic=y»eld of biomass on substrate under anaerobic conditions

a=growth-associated lactate production parameter
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Mmax, aerobic=rnaximum growth rate under aerobic conditions

Ks, aerobic=saturation parameter under aerobic conditions

Yx/s, aerobic=yield of biomass on substrate under aerobic conditions

Ko=oxygen saturation parameter

doc=aeration switching parameter

A chemostat form of this model, developed for the same conditions as the previously

described continuous models, is given by the following equations

. (

X =
M max,aerobic _ j „ ,• doc +

^^s, aerobic
'*" ^

r* max, anaerobic «/'i_^^«\

^^s, anaerobic ^ *

sx-Dx
(61)

s =
M^max, aerobic _ j„„

• doc -
Y K + <;

\ *x/s, aerobic ^^s.aerobic ^ ^

J t^max,anaerobic ^q ^^^^

\

Y K + <;

'x/s,anaerobic *^s,anaerobic •* J

SX + D(Sp - s)

(62)

•
^ a

^^"^ax,anaerob.cSX ^
^^ _ ^^^^ _ ^^ ^^^^

^s.anaerobic ^

where SF=feed substrate (glucose) concentration

D=dilution rate=flowrate/volume

Cell number concentrations were not modeled here in order to minimize the number of

equations.

The parameter doc has physically allowable values of 1 or 0, with 1 denoting

aerobic metabolism and anaerobic. In later work it will be convenient to consider

imaginary culture states of intermediate doc values. The model has the assumption of no

lactate production or consumption under aerobic conditions. It also shows instantaneous

adjustment between aeration conditions. This may not be a very good assumption when
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switching from aerobic to anaerobic conditions considering the observations of Smith and

Neidhardt where a lag phase was observed. However, no such lag is indicated by the

experimental results discussed below, or the cycling results of Chapter 7.

The model parameters used are reviewed in table 1 1.

6.3 Testing of the Model

An experiment was performed to investigate the effect of a shift between aerobic

and anaerobic conditions on the mutant. An aerobic continuous steady state for a dilution

rate higher than strict anaerobic operation would allow was established, after which

aeration was removed. This type of experiment was performed since analysis of a shift

from a steady state is relatively straightforward. The starting conditions of a continuous

aerobic culture are then well established and time-invariant. Shifts from transient culture

conditions, for example aeration shifts in batch cultures, are far more difficult to analyze, as

the starting conditions would not be well established.

This experiment was conducted by continuing aerobic continuous run 1. Again,

this was run at a dilution rate of 0.335 hr^-, a dilution rate well below the maximum

aerobic growth rate, but one which would lead to biomass washout under anaerobic

conditions. The results of this experiment, along with model predictions, are shown in

figures 46-48. The first points of each of these figures represent the aerobic steady state.

The points represent data, and the curves represent the model predictions. The biomass

curve indicated a smooth approach towards the expected washout. The biomass model

predictions were in excellent agreement with the experimental data. The glucose response

showed initial low values, due to the large amount of biomass that was still in the reactor,

but washout of the biomass led to increasing glucose concentration at 75 hours. The

glucose predictions were very accurate until washout was approached. The lactate

response showed a maximum at 75 hours. The lactate concentration rose very quickly after

the switch, but began to drop when biomass washout began to take effect. Again, the

model did a satisfactory job. The model and its anaerobic parameters tiius seemed useful
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for later cycling studies, at least as far as description of aerobic to anaerobic shifts are

concerned.
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Table 1 1 . Model parameter values

Parameter Value

M^max , anaerobic • 1 9 hr" ^

Ks, anaerobic 98 mg/1

Yx/s, anaerobic -068 mg/mg

a 10.77 mg/mg

M-max, aerobic .6129 hr' ^

Ks^erobic (mg/1) 147.7

Yx/s, aerobic .486 mg/mg
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Figure 47. Aerobic to anaerobic shift experimenL Glucose concentration against
time. Solid line represents model predictions, pluses represent data
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Figure 48. Aerobic to anaerobic shift experiment. Lactate concentration against

time. Solid line represents model predictions, pluses represent data



CHAPTER?
EFFECTS OF AERATION CYCLING ON

LACTATE PRODUCTIVITY OF E.COLI LCB898

7.1 Background

In previous chapters it was shown that E. coli LCB898 has higher growth rates

and yields under aerobic conditions than under anaerobic conditions. It was also shown

that d-lactate is only produced significantly under anaerobic conditions. This behavior

lends itself to examining the possibility of nonconstant aeration of the reactor under

continuous operating conditions. Cycling of air into an E. coli LCB898 bioreactor is

examined in this chapter.

Cycling of operating conditions in a bioreactor has been investigated by other

workers. The effects of periodic operation of feed substrate [1,2,5,6] and residual

substrate compositions [11] on cellular composition have been studied. Cycling of reactor

dilution rate has been used to increase biomass productivity of yeast [66] and plasmid

stability of recombinant E. coli K12 [67].

In order to investigate aeration cycling, a method had to be used to determine the

optimal cycling waveform. In other words, the period of cycling and the fraction spent

under aerobic and anaerobic conditions had to be determined. In addition, the best constant

dilution rate with which to operate the reactor had to be found. A theoretical method

involving Carleman linearization, previously described in the theoretical methods chapter,

was used on the previously described combined aerobic-anaerobic model. Aeration cycling

can be coupled with more complicated flow strategies, such as simultaneous cycling of

dilution rate, variable reactor volume and others. Unfortunately, for these strategies, the
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theoretical method used, which approximates the system equations by a Taylor series

expansion required too high an expansion order to be practical.

For the sake of later comparison, the optimum model predicted steady-state lactate

productivity under anaerobic conditions was determined first. The model predictions for

lactate productivity against dilution rate are shown in figure 49. The determined optimal

lactate productivity was 408 mg/(l»hoiu')with the optimum being found at a dilution rate of

.161 hr'l. The corresponding experimentally determined anaerobic steady-state optimum

lactate productivities were 527 mg/(l»hour) at a dilution rate of 0.164 hr^ and 578

mg/(l»hour) at a dilution rate of 0.17 hr^. As these steady states should be approximately

the same, the average of these two productivities were used as the optimal value for later

comparison. The average value was 553 mg/(l»hour).

7.2 Theoretical Investigation into Cycling

For the cycling considered, the system is run at a constant dilution rate, with air

being turned on and off This proposed control waveform is shown in figure 50. The

measure of performance considered was average lactate productivity over a cycle. The

optimization variables were period, fraction spent under each set of conditions, and dilution

rate need to be determined. The fraction spent under aerobic conditions, referred to as the

aerobic fiaction, is symbolized by e in the figure. The period is symboUzed by T, and the

dissolved oxygen condition, for anaerobic, 1 for aerobic, is symbolized by doc.

According to the model the optimal cycling period is zero. Fast cycling between

two values is equivalent to using a constant average value. In other words, if fast cycling

between two control settings is performed, the system being controlled will only "see" the

average of the two control settings. In the system under study, infmitely fast cycUng can

then be investigated by setting the doc variable to the aerobic fraction. For example, if an

aerobic fraction of 0.3 was simulated with infinitely fast (zero) period, the combined

aerobic-anaerobic model would have its doc value set to 0.3. Steady-state solutions of the

model were found numerically for various dilution rates and aerobic fractions. The
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corresponding values for the lactate productivity, defined by dilution rate multiplied by

lactate concentration, are presented in table 12. Lower aerobic fraction results are only

given up to certain dilution rates, because above these rates washout of biomass occurred.

The optimum shown in this table is found at an aerobic fraction of 0.45 and a dilution rate

of 0.30 hrl. The value for the lactate productivity at that point was 573.9 mg/(l»hour). A

more careful search was performed near that point, and the optimal zero period conditions

found were aerobic fraction of 0.45 and dilution rate of 0.31 hr^, with a lactate

productivity of 576.2 mg/(l»hour).

The effects of increasing period were then examined, as large periods were deemed

desirable for three reasons: (1) the actual experimental implementation becomes easier, (2)

equipment wear is lessened, and (3) the model is not apphcable during the time the cells

switch metabolism. The Carleman-linearization-based method previously described as

used with deviation variables from the imaginary (since doc is not or 1) steady state: doc

0.45, dilution rate 0.31 hr-^ biomass concentration 597.3 mg/1, glucose concentration

587.9 mg/1, and lactate concentration 1858.8 mg/1. In other words, the zero period optimal

solution was the steady state used as basis for the Carleman linearization.

The results for several orders of Carleman hnearization are given in table 13. The results of

Carleman order 2 and 3, which should be more accurate than order 1 results, indicate that

the decrease in lactate productivity is insignificant up to approximately 2 hours, and, as the

3rd order results indicate, productivity only drops 3% from the optimum at 5 hours. The

experiments were conducted with period of 5 hours.

The Carleman-linearization-based method was also used to recreate table 12. This

was performed to determine the usefulness of this procedure for predicting conditions far

away from the point of linearization. The results for a third order Carleman hnearization

around the zero period steady state for a dilution rate of 0.31 hr-l and an aerobic fraction of

0.45 are shown in table 14. As can be seen in this table, the Carleman hnearization did a

poor job of predicting lactate productivities at the higher aerobic fractions. Also, washout
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Table 12. Zero period lactate productivities (mg/G-hour) for various conditions predicted

by Newton-Raphson solution of model

Dilution rate (hr^)

Aerobic

Fraction
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was not adequately predicted for high dilution rate, low aerobic fraction, conditions, as can

be seen clearly in the first two rows of table 14. When comparison to the table 12 results

were made, good predictions of most sutvwashout low aerobic fraction productivities were

apparent. Good predictions were also seen near the optimum, which was to be expected as

this was the point around which hnearization was made.

The suggested improvements in parameters shown in table 5 were also investigated.

The results of the zero period optima found for different conditions are shown in table 15.

Differing anaerobic parameters sometimes slightly changed the optimum operating

conditions, but none of these resulted in optimal lactate productivities significanUy different

from those for the original-parameter optimal conditions.

Simulations, using Runge-Kutta integration of the model equations, for dilution rate

of 0.31 hr-l, 5 hour period, and aerobic fraction of 0.45 are shown in figures 51-53. The

cycles shown were started off aerobically. The glucose concentration response showed

wide swings between about 200 mg/I and 1000 mg/1. The switch to anaerobic conditions is

clearly seen in the biomass and lactate plots. Biomass immediately stopped increasing and

lactate immediately started increasing at the shift. Corresponding comments apply at the

shift from anaerobic to aerobic conditions. The glucose response did not show switches as

clearly. During anaerobic conditions glucose initially decreases as the cells consume it at a

higher rate than under aerobic conditions, but eventually glucose starts increasing due to

cell washout The switch to aerobic conditions, at every 5 hours, is seen by a shaip

increase of slope in the glucose concentration. The glucose response to the shift to

anaerobic conditions is similar to that seen in the biomass and lactate curves.

Finally, the optimal periodic lactate productivity of 576.2 mg/Q-hour) was

approximately 40 % higher than the optmial anaerobic steady-state productivity of 407.7

mg/(l.hour).
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Table 13. Carleman predictions for average lactate productivity (mg/(l.hour)) over a cycle

ordef^7"elS''^^'^^
^'^ ^"^ ^ ^^'''^'''' ^^"''" "'^^'^^ ^ ^ ^"'^^^ of Carleman
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Table 15. Optimum Conditions as a Function of Anaerobic Parameter Values, and Lactate
Productivity Values for Dilution rate of 0.31 hr^ and aerobic fraction 0.45

a Ks, anaerobic Yx/s, an^robic Optimum OpL Lactate Lac. Prod,

(mg/mg) ^^^^ (mg/mg) Conditions Productivity at D=.31,
(mg/l/hr) £=.45

10.77 31.4 .068 e=.45, 612.3 612.3

D=.31

10.77 31.4 .063 £=.48, 577.3 577.2

D=.32

10.77 98 .063 £=.48, 544.4 544.1

D=32

13 31.4 .068 £=.45, 739.1 739.1

D=.31

13 98 .068 £=.45, 695.5 695.5

D=.31

13 98 .063 £=.46, 656.9 656.8

D=.31

13 31.4 .063 £=.46, 696.7 696.7

D=.31
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concentration.
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7.3 Experimenta] confirmation of lactate productivity optimization result.s

Experiments were performed to confirm an increase of productivity by using

cycling. Two periodic operation runs were performed. Both of these experiments were

conducted with a dilution rate of 0.31 hr^, an aerobic fraction of 0.45 and a period of 5

hours. They were initiated as aerobic batches and switched to continuous operation and

cycUc aeration when biomass concentration was approximately 800 mg/1, the theoretically

predicted value. Each run's results will be described separately.

All of the results for periodic run 1 are shown in figures 54-56. The switch to

aeration cycling and continuous operation was performed at 13 hours. These figures are

confusing as they present all of the data collected. It is more useful to examine figures 57-

59, which only show the results for the switch points between aeration conditions. The

biomass results showed a smooth approach to what appears to be a cyclic steady state at

about 93 hours. The measured biomass concentrations were significantiy higher than the

model-predicted values. The glucose measurements showed a decrease, followed by a

peak, then again followed by a decrease to what appears to be a cyclic steady state at 103

hours. The glucose measurements were significantly lower than the model-predicted

values. The lactate concentration measurements showed a smooth approach to an apparent

cyclic steady state at about 93 hours. The lactate concentration measurements were only

slightly higher than the model-predicted values. Unfortunately, the experiment ended

prematurely due to unforeseen happenings (a line clogged) and without collection of data

for an entire control cycle. However, data were taken for the duration of the anaerobic

portion of one of the later cycles and the lactate concentration during the aerobic part of the

cycle can be accurately estimated since practically no lactate is produced under aerobic

conditions.

The following relation describes the effect of lactate concentration during aerobic

continuous operation
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Figure 58. Periodic Run 1. Experimenta] results of effects of periodic operation

(D=.31,e=.45) on lactate concentration. Only the shift points are shown.
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p = -Dp (64)

where p=lactate concentration

D=<iilution rate

which can be integrated to

p = p„e-D» (65)

where po=original lactate concentration

t=time

Equation 65 was used with po being set to the lactate concentration at the end of the

previous anaerobic phase and D being set to the appropriate dilution rate of 0.31 hr^ A

least squares linear fit to the anaerobic lactate production data was also made, with the

results being shown in figure 60. In order to determine the mean value, the anaerobic line

and the aerobic exponential curve were then integrated separately. The area under the

straight Une was divided by 2.75 hours, which was the anaerobic cycle time, and the area

under the exponential curve was divided by 2.25 hours. The average lactate concentration

determined by this method was 1976 mg/1, which indicated a lactate productivity of 613

mg/(l»hour).

The biomass and lactate results for periodic run 2 are shown in figures 61 and 62.

The switch to aeration cycling and continuous operation was performed at 13 hours.

Again, these figures were confusing as they present all of the data collected. Similar

switchpoint-only plots to those for periodic run 1 are shown in figures 63 and 64. The

biomass results showed a smooth approach to what appears to be a cyclic steady state at

about 60 hours. Tlie lactate concentration showed a smooth approach to an apparent cyclic

steady state also at about 60 hours. Three entire cycles were measured in this experiment,

with the lactate values shown in figure 65. The second lactate peak was then looked at to

obtain an average lactate productivity over a cycle. This was performed by the same

procedure as used in the previous run, except that the aerobic cycle was fit to an
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Periodic Run 1 . Experimental results of effects of periodic operation
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exponential curve instead of being estimated. The results of these fits are shown in figure

66. The average lactate concentration determined for this run was 1898 mg/1, giving a

lactate productivity of 588 mg/(l»hour).

The average of these lactate productivities is 600 mg/(l.hour). This indicates

approximately an 8.5% improvement over the experimentally determined 553 mg/1. While

this is not as large an improvement as the model predicted, it must be considered that the

model, based on batch anaerobic data does underpredict anaerobic continuous steady-state

lactate productivity. It can be argued then that the cycling lactate productivity should have

been higher too, but it can also be argued that not enough is known about the transient

behavior of E. coli LCB898 and microorganisms in general under aeration cycling to

accurately describe metabohte production under these conditions. Nonetheless, an

improvement by cycling was seen. The more interesting improvement is actually seen in

the next chapter on reversion avoidance.
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CHAPTERS
REVERSION OF E. COLI LCB898 AND

A POSSIBLE NEW METHOD OF AVOIDANCE OF
REVERSION

Mutation frequently occurs in microbial cells grown under continuous steady-state

reactor conditions. Examples of mutation in continuous culture have been reported by

several workers [e.g. 68-77]. The probable cause of mutation in several of these reports

was genetic adaptation of the culture to substrate-limited conditions. As one example,

Novick and Szilard [69], in continuous culture experiments with E. coli B/1, found that a

mutant arose which they designated B/l/f. This mutant showed growth five times as fast

as the original strain under tryptophan-limited conditions. They argued that this increased

growth rate gave the B/l/f cells a selective advantage over the B/1 cells under the

tryptophan-limited conditions seen in their continuous culture experiments, and, in time,

the B/l/f cells must displace the original B/1 cells. Another example of mutation under

continuous conditions was found in the work of Ruijter [73]. Here it was found that

certain continuous operations would induce fast mutation of Salmonella typhimurium to a

form with improved enzymatic systems for glucose uptake under glucose-limited

conditions.

A specific kind of mutation is that of reversion of a previously mutated culture to its

original wild-type fonn. An example of this was found in the work of Kiss and

Stephanopoulos[77]. There, reversion of an L-lysine producing Corynebacteriwn

glutamicwn mutant to its original nonproducing form was investigated. The lysine

producing mutant was auxotrophic for threonine, whereas the revertant was not. This gave

the revertant an advantage over the mutant, and, in every continuous culture experiment that
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was run, the revertant eventually took over with the consequence that the lysine

concentration in their cultures fell to near zero.

As will be shown later in this chapter, reversion during anaerobic continuous

operation may have been taking place in our system. The mutant, E. coli LCB898, may

have been reverting to a pfl"*" form. A likely consequence of this reversion would be very

low lactate production by the revertant. The cycling of aeration described in the previous

chapter has shown promise for delaying this reversion. A possible explanation will be

given later.

The biomass, glucose, and lactate measurements for anaerobic continuous run 1 are

shown in figures 67-69. These figures were formatted differently than those shown in

Chapter 4, in that the time scale has been adjusted to time after the start of continuous

operation; they also include later data points. The biomass and lactate figures show the

previously described continuous steady state up to about 40 hours after the switch. After

this apparent steady state, some sort of change seems to have occurred where the biomass

increased and the lactate decreased. Very low lactate concentrations were already seen at 80

hours. The unusual response in glucose and biomass concentrations seen at about 100

hours were due to a system upset where a feed tube was pinched off and reactor volume

dropped. A new biomass steady state appears, ignoring the upset, to have been established

at 100 hours. The glucose concentration stays low during the entire experiment, again with

the exception of the upset.

The biomass and lactate results for anaerobic continuous run 2 are shown in figures

70 and 71. These figures also have been reformatted with more data included in a similar

fashion to figures 67-69. The biomass and lactate results show the previously described
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continuous steady state up to about 30 hours after the switch to continuous operation, then,

like in the previously described experiment, some sort of change occurred where the

biomass increased and the lactate decreased. In this run, lactate concentration was very low

at 60 hours. In order to test for reversion, gas production tests were performed. The

principle behind the test was that E. coli LCB898 should show litde or no gas production

due to anaerobic glucose catabolism, as no CO2 and H2 production from pyruvate

degradation by exclusive action of lactate dehydrogenase is possible. The tests were

performed as follows: Two small samples of the reactor contents were taken at 60 hours,

spread on to agar plates, and then the plates were incubated overnight. Ten colonies were

selected from each of the agar plates and inoculated separately into ten test tubes with 13 ml

each of 10 g/1 tryptone, 5 g/1 NaCl, 1 g/1 yeast extract, and 1 g/1 glucose solution, along

with an inverted Durham tube in each tube. Another small sample was taken at 75 hours

and a similar procedure was performed. Additionally sample cultures of the stock culture

were also similarly processed. All twenty of the 60 hour samples showed gas production,

and eight of the ten 75 hour samples showed gas production. The samples from the stock

culture showed no gas production. This appeared to indicate that pyruvate formate-lyase

mutation had reverted to an active form. This hypothesis could explain the unusual results

from anaerobic continuous runs 1 and 2 and other continuous runs. (The same type of

behavior was seen in every anaerobic continuous experiment run.) The pyruvate formate-

lyase active revertant appeared to be able to use glucose more efficiently for biomass

production, as indicated by the increasing biomass concentrations seen. However, little

lactate is seen. The likely explanation for this reversion is that the low glucose

concentration seen in a steady-state continuous reactor would provide a selective pressure

for those cells that can use the available glucose most efficiendy, as the revertants seem to

do.

This apparent reversion obviously lowered the lactate productivity after relatively

short periods of time. The cycling experiments, besides showing an improvement in lactate
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productivity, showed promise in delaying, or perhaps avoiding, this reversion. This was

an unexpected additional benefit of the periodic operation. The cycling experimental results

for lactate concentration are shown in figures 72 and 73, along with the glucose results for

periodic run 1 in figure 74. Only the results at the switch points were shown in these

figures, and they were also reformatted for showing the results only after the switch to

continuous operation. The experiments were not ended due to reversion. They were ended

only due to experimental procedural problems such as feed blockage. Periodic run 1 still

showed high lactate productivity at 1 15 hours, and periodic run 2 still showed high lactate

productivity at 85 hours. The glucose results for periodic run 1 showed that average

glucose concentration was higher than that for strict anaerobic operation. It appeared that

periodic operation helped avoid reversion. A likely explanation as follows. The aerobic

portion of the cycle, likely, provided no selective advantage for revertants. In addition, the

average glucose concentration was considerably higher than that for strict anaerobic

operation, thus lowering the pressure forrevertant selection.

The delay or avoidance of reversion by periodic operation shows potential for other

applications. The work shown here is preliminary, and further investigations of this

phenomenon with E. coli LCB898 or other microorganisms should be performed. This

idea could be extended to other types of cycling, such as pH, dilution rate, or inlet feed

composition. If some organism was showing undesirable mutation in a reactor condition

under one set of conditions (for example, acidic or anaerobic) but little or no reversion

under another set of conditions (for example, neutral pH or aerobic), then periodic cycling

of these conditions might be a useful operating strategy to avoid overall culture reversion.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSIONS

In some biological systems the optimal environmental conditions for producing of a

desired metabolic product differ from the conditions that are optimal for cell growth. If

producing this metabolite were the objective, one could continuously operate a reactor

system at the optimal steady-state production conditions. For a given reactor volume,

however, periodically switching conditions could increase overall metabolite production.

This is possible since, due to higher growth rates under the optimal growth conditions, one

could operate the system at significantly higher flowrates and, thus, obtain higher

productivity.

A system involving E. coli mutant LCB898 was used as a model system. This

mutant lacks the enzyme pyruvate-formate lyase and as a result under anaerobic growth

conditions practically all of its pyruvate is converted to d-lactate. Thus it produces large

amounts of d-lactic acid under oxygen-poor conditions, whereas it grows at a considerably

higher rate under aerobic conditions when almost no lactate is produced. It was

experimentally determined that the aerobic maximum specific growth rate is 0.61 hr'^ as

compared to 0.19 hr'^ for anaerobic conditions. The possibility of increasing total lactate

productivity by cycling of aeration investigated.

A method for determining the optimal waveform for the proposed cycling was

developed by extending previous work by Lyberatos and Svoronos. The method involves

Carleman linearization of the system equations around the optimal steady state and

subsequent development of an expression for performance measure as a function of period,

amplitude and pulse shape. This method was adapted to the present system. However, in
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this system, one control variable was aeration which was either on or off with no

intermediate values. Thus, an "imaginary" steady state had to be used for Linearization.

Since the optimization method requires availability of a dynamic model, such a model was

developed using the results of both batch and continuous experiments.

The Carleman-based-method was applied to the above described model in order to

determine the optimal cycUng conditions. The results were very encouraging since a

significant improvement in productivity over the optimal steady state (40%) was predicted.

Experimental testing of the calculated cycling strategy, however, showed a considerably

lower improvement.

Perhaps the most exciting (and accidental) discovery in this work was a possible

new method to help delay or avoid mutation or reversion of microorganisms to a nonuseful

form in a continuous steady-state bioreactor. This method essentially involves cychng

between revertant selective and nonselective conditions. Only preliminary work has been

performed, and further investigations are strongly suggested.



APPENDIX
MATHEMATICA PROGRAMS FOR COMPUTATION

OF CARLEMAN LINEARIZATION MATRICES

On the following pages program listings for two Mathematica programs developed

to compute the Carleman hnearization of a system of first order differential equations such

as that shown in (2). The first program, Kronecker, is an auxihary program used by the

main program, CarlN, to figure Kronecker products. The Mathematica utility program for

computing Kronecker products. Outer, did not compute the products correctly, so this

auxiliary program was necessary. The second program listed, CarlN, is the main program

to compute the Carleman hnearization of the system. The program was based on the

algorithm described in Chapter 2.

In order to use these programs, they must be installed into an active session of

Mathematica. These programs have been tested on both Macintosh and PC systems. The

following is the format of an execute statement for this program:

CarlN[cn,list of ode's]

where cn=Carleman order

list of ode's= the Ust of first order ordinary differential equations for a

system to be linearized where the state variables are cast as

deviation variables from some steady state and are referred to

as y[i]

For example, the input statement for the second order linearization of the system

given in (3) (assuming the variables are in deviation form) was as follows:

CarlN[2,{-y[l]+3*y[2)+y[2]^2,-y[l]'^2+4*u}].

The output is stored in the following arrays:
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CC= Contracted Carleman matrix (e.g. the 5X5 matrix in (5))

zvec= Associated Carleman vector (e.g. the 5X1 vector in (5))

wvec the list of approximated variables (e.g. the left-hand- side vector in (4))
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Kronecker::usage="Kronecker[ml,m2] figures the Kronecker product of two matrices or

vectors ml,m2"

Kronecker/: Kronecker[ml_List, m2_List] := Block[{atv,btv,ctv,dtv,av,bv,cv,dvjv,

kv,nrml,ekv,ncml,mla,nrm2,fkv,ncm2,m2a,iav,jav,rtp,ctp},

jv=Dimensions[ml];nrml=jv[[l]];ekv=TensorRank[ml]; If[ekv <

l.l,ncml=l;mla=Outer[Times,ml,{ 1 }] , ncml=jv[[2]];mla=ml];

kv=Dimensions[m2];nrm2=kv[[l]];fkv=TensorRank[m2]; Iflfkv <

l.l,ncm2=l;m2a=Outer[Times,m2,{ 1 }] , ncm2=kv[[2]];m2a=m2];qkv3=l;

Do[Do[qkm3[qkll,qkl2]=mla[[qk]l,qkl2]]*m2a,

{qk]2,ncml }],{qk]l,nrml )]; m3=Table[{ },{nnnl*nrm2}];

Do[Do[qktml=qkm3[qkvl,qk'v2];Do[dope=qkl3-qkv3+l;

m3[[qkl3]]=Flatten[Append[m3[[qkl3]],qktml[[dope]]]];,{qkl3,qkv3,qkv3+nrm2-

l,l}],{qkv2,ncml}]; qkv3=qkv3+nrm2,{qkvl,nnnl}];]

CarlN::usage="CarlN[cn,f] figures the en order Carleman linearization of an n-dimensional

system where f=the list of n equations that describe the system. The variables should be in

deviation form.

The equation list should be as follows f={fl,f2,..fn}. The varibles should be in the form

y[l],y[2], etc.

Output includes wvec=Carleman coordinate vector CC=the contracted Carleman matrix

zvec=the associated Carleman vector wvec=the variable order of the Carleman matrix"
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CarlN/: CarlN[cn_Integer,f_List] := Block[{a,il,jl, kl,ll,ml,nl,ol,pl,qUl,sl,

yv,lvec,gg,gto,vlt,bsv 1 ,bsv2,bsv3,bsv4,ul,tl, gs,tma,tmb,hll,tmc,tmd,ill,wvt,ccdim,wvf,

tpmat,tme,tmh,tmg,tmf,test,lll,mll,pmat2,pmat3,

pmat,uccdim,tvy,tvx,tvv,tmi,tmii,tmij,tvw,TURCC,

UCC,tvs,tvta,tvu,ptva,tvuu,tvt,URCC,ffv,A10m, ffvv},

n=Length[f];yv=Table[0,{n},{l)];Do[yv[[il,l]]=y[il],{U,n}];vHst[l]=yv;

lvec=Table[0,{cn}];lvec[[l]]=Length[vlist[l]];

(* Following big Do statement forms

vlists and initializes uncontracted submatrices of Taylor portion of Carleman matrices *);

Do[Kronecker[yv,vlist[(gl-l)]];vlist[gl]=m3;lvec[[gl]]=Length[vlist[gl]],{gl,2,cn,l}];

Do[Al[il]=Table[0,{n},{lvec[[il]]}];gg=Al[il];

Do[Do[gg[[pl,ql]]=f[[pl]],{ql,lvec[[il]]}],{pl,n}];Al[il]=gg,{il,cn}];

(* Determination of all uncontracted Alx matrices for l<=x<=cnn *);

Do[gto=A 1 [ml];vlt=vlist[ml]; Do[Do[Do[gto[ [nl,ol]]= D[gto[[nl,ol]],
{ y [rl],

Exponent[vlt[[ol,l]],y[rl]]}],{rl,n}] ,{ol,lvec[[ml]])] ,{nl,n}]; Al[ml]=gto(l/(ml!))

,{ml,cn}]; Do[bsv4=Al[ti];bsvl=Dimensions[bsv4];

Do[Do[Do[bsv4[[bsv2,bsv3]]=bsv4[[bsv2,bsv3]]/. y[ul]->0,{ul,n}], {bsv3,bsvl[[2]]}],

{bsv2,bsvl[[l]]}];A[l,tl]=bsv4,{tl,cn}];

(* Determination of AlO submatrix *); Al[0]=f;gs=f; Do[Do[gs[[jl]]=

gs[UI]] /• y[kl]->0,{kl,n}] ,{jl,n}]; Al[0]=gs;A[l,0]=Al[0];

(* Determination of Remaining Uncontracted Submatrices *);
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Do[tma=IdentityMatrix[n]; tmb=IdentityMatrix[n^(hU-l)];Do[Kjonecker[tma,A[hll-l,ill]]

;tmc=m3; Kronecker[A[l,iU],tmb];tmd=m3; A[hll,ill]=tmc+tnxi,{Ul,0,cn-hU+l,l }],

{hll,2,cn,l}];

(* Formation of Contracted variable list *);

wvt=Table[0,{ en } ];ccdim=0;Do[wvt[[jll]]= vlist[jll];ccdim=ccdim+BinomiaI[n+jll-l jll]

,{jll,cn}];wvt=Flatten[wvt];

wvf=Union[wvt];tpmat=Table[0, { ccdim } ];pmat=tpmat;

Do[tpmat[[kll]]=Position[wvt,wvf[[kll]]], {kll,ccdim}];

Do[tme=Length[tpmat[[mll]]];tmh={ }; Do[tmg=tpmat[[mll,lll]];

tmf=Length[tmg];If[tnif<l.l, test=99;tmh=Append[tmh,tmg],else=l],

{lll,tme}];pmat[[mll]]=tnih,{mll,ccdim}]; pmat=Map[Flatten,pmaL,{ 1 }];

tmi=Table[tva,{tva,ccdim}]; pmat2=pmat[[tmi,{ 1 }]];pmat3=Flatten[pmat2];

pmat2=Flatten[Sort[pmat2]]; ;wvec=wvt[[pmat2]];wvec=Outer[Times,wvec,{ 1}];

(* Formation of Uncontracted Carleman matrix *); uccdim=0;Do[uccdim=uccdim +

n^nll,{nll,cn}];UA[l]=Transpose[A[l,l]];UA[l]={UA[l]};

Do[UA[l]=Append[UA[l],Transpose[A[l,tvz]]],{tvz,2,cn,l}];UA[l]=natten[UA[l],l];

UA[l]=Transpose[UA[l]]; Iflcn>l,

Do[UA[tvy]=Transpose[A[tvy,0]];UA[tvy]={UA[tvy]};Do[UA[tvy]=Append[UA[tvy],

Transpose[A[tvy,tvx]]], {tvx,cn-tvy+l }]; UA[tvy]=Flatten[UA[tvy],l];

UA[tvy]=Transpose[UA[tvy]]; tvv=Dimensions[UA[tvy]];

If[tw[[2]]<uccdim,

tmi=Table[0,{tvv[[l]]},{uccdim-tvv[[2]]}];

tmii=Transpose[tmi];tmij={ Transpose[UA[tvy]] }

;
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UA[tvy]=Prepend[tmij,tmii]; UA[tvy]=Flatten[UA[tvy],l];

UA[tvy]=Transpose[UA[tvy]],else=4];

,{tvy,2,cn,l}],else=2];

UCC={A[l]};If[cn>l,

Do[UCC=Append[UCC,UA[tvw]],{tvw,2,cn,l }] ,else=3]; UCC=Flatten[UCC,l];

(* Column Contraction of Matrix *); TURCC=Table[0,{cc(lim},{uccdim}];

Do[tvta=pmat3[[tvu]];tvs=Length[pmat[[tvu]]];ptva=FIatten[Position[pmat2,tvta]][[l]];

Do[tvuu=pmat[[tvu,tvt]];TURCC[[ptva]]=Transpose[UCC][[tvuu]]+

TURCC[[ptva]],{tvt,tvs}],{tvu,ccdim}];

URCC=Transpose[TURCC];

(* Row (and Final!) Contraction of Matrix *);

CC=Table[0,{ccdim},{ccdim}];Do[CC[[ffv]]=URCC[[pmat2[[ffv]]]],{ffv,ccdim}];

(* Final form of z vector *);

zvec=Table[0,{ccdim},{ 1 }];

A10m=Outer[Times,A[l,0],{ 1 }] ; Do[zvec[[ffVv]]=A10m[[ffvv]],{ffvv,n}]]
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